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OF THE CITY OF LACON1A
City incorporated by Act of Legislature Approved March 24,
1893. Fiist organization of city government, May 3, 1893.
Charles A. Busiel 1893-94
*Samuel B. Smith 1895-96
Charles L. Pulsifer 1897-98
Edmund Tetley 1899-00
Mared A. Greene 1901-02
Woodbury L. Melcher 1903-04
"Benjamin F. Drake 1905-06
William F. Knight 1907-08
Alfred C. Wyatt 1909-10
George H. Saltmarsh 1911-12
George B. Cox 1913-14
George P. Munsey 1915-16
Clarence E. Rowe 1917-18
John A. Mitchell 1919-20
Lewis H. Wilkinson 1921-22
Charles H. Perkins 1923-2-1
George E. Stevens . \92S-2t
Charles J. Hayford 1927-2*
Charles O. Hopkins 1929
Charles E. Carroll 1930-31-32
* Deceased
ORGANIZATION
OF THE CITY GOVERNMENT
Tuesday, March 22, 1932.
At ten o'clock in the forenoon of the above date, mem-
bers-elect of the city council for the municipal year of
1932, and the members from the previous council, met for
organization at the city council room agreeably to the pro-
visions of the city charter.
The oath of office was administered to the Mayor-elect,
Hon. Charles E. Carroll, by Harold E. Wescott, Esq., after
which Mayor Carroll assumed the duties of his office. The
oath of office was also administered to the following coun-
cilmen by Mr. Wescott.
Ward 1—James B. Dodge
Ward 2—Almeda J. Belanger
Ward 3—George E. Stevens
Ward A—Joseph J. Morin
Ward 5—Henry I. Burbank
Ward 6— 1 1 any L. Clow
Prayer was then offered by the Rev. Ernest R; Caswell.
ifter which tin- Mayor delivered bis inaugural address
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Members of the City Council
Ladies and Gentlemen:
This year, as last, we have reduced the indebtedness of
the City forty-six thousand two hundred and fifty dollars,
making a total reduction of ninety-two thousand fiv*
hundred dollars in two years.
The members of the City Council of nineteen thirty and
thirty-one deserve a great deal of credit for supporting your
Mayor in his desire that this be accomplished.
1 sincerely trust that you. gentlemen of the Council, will
grant me the same support in a further reduction of the City
debt amounting to forty-one thousand two hundred and
fifty dollars during your term of office.
I have repeatedly stated that I do not believe in the
issuance of bonds, but strongly favor a discount for the
early payment of taxes, in anticipation of the City's needs,,
so doing away with borrowing money to any great extent.
All departments must realize their responsibility in the
economical administration of public funds, and do all in
their power to give the taxpayers of Laconia value for the
money spent.
We have been notified by the County Treasurer tha
seventy-two thousand six hundred and thirty-one dollar*
and eighty-eight cents must be raised by taxation to pay
the County Tax for the ensuing year. As this is twenty-
fix thousand eighty dollars and fifty-eight cents additional
of last year's tax it requires your serious consideration.
t , CI IV OF I.Ac ONI.
\
\- approximately fifty-four per cent «»f Belknap
County's expenditures are paid by the City oi Laconia, the
taxpayers of this City should give more attention to County
I )isbursements.
i thank the people of Laconia for the confidence placed
in me as shown by the splendid vote given, and sincerely
rast that we may show some advancement in a not too prosp-
erous era.
During the coming year the meetings of the Council will
continue to he opened with prayer.
This is not the time to regret our past extravagancies.
It is the time to be of one mind and to set our house in
order.
Mr. Clerk—let us proceed to the election of officers.
MUNICIPAL REGULATIONS
FOR PAYMENT OF BILLS AGAINST THE CITY
All hills against the city must he approved hy the persons
authorizing the charge ; unless this is done, no action can l>e
had upon the bill by the committee on accounts and claims,
and no order will he given for its payment.
When hills are certified to as above, and left with the
City Clerk not later than Thursday at 12 o'clock M., pre-
ceding the last Monday of each month, they will he audited
by the committee on accounts and claims, and if approved
hy them and allowed hy the Council, will be ready for pay-
ment on the following Wednesday, at the office of the City-
Treasurer.
Meetings of the committee on accounts and claims are
held on Friday preceeding the last Monday of each month
at 7:30 P. M.. at the City Clerk's office.
CITY GOVERNMENT
LAC( )XI.\. X. H.
Inaugurated fourth Tuesday of March, yearly. Stated
meetings: The la>t Monday of each month at 7:30 o'clock




CHARLES E. CARR< >LL
Effected March 8, L932, for one year. Salary. $300 per annum.
Offic , 68 Pleasant Street.
Council
.Elected Man-h 8, J.932, foi one yea Sa a j '>" each per annum.
Ward 1—James B. Dodge
Ward 2—Almeda J. Belanger
Ward 3—George !•'.. Stevens
Ward 4—Joseph J. Morin
Ward 5—Henry I. Burbank
Ward (>—Harry L. ( How
Standing Committees
Finance -The Mayor, Stevens and c low
Accounts and Claims Burbank, Clow and Belanger.
I'ublu Institution Dodge, Morin and Belanger.
Roads and Bridges -Clow, Belanger and Burbank.
1 iif Department Stevens, Clow and Burbank.
Parks mid (Ominous Morin. Dodge and Burbank
Lighting Streets Burbank, Gov and Belanger.
ejections and Returns Belanger. Morin and Dodge.
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El grossed Ordinances—Morin, Burbank and Clow.
Stotrrs—Clow, Belanger and Stevens.
Police and Licenses—Belanger, Dodge and Morin.
Land and Buildings—Dodge, Morin and Clow.





Salary, $3,000 per annum. Office: 6S Pleasant Street.
City Treasurer
CLARENCE S. NEWELL
Salary $400 per annum. Office: 513 Main Street.
City Solicitor
HAROLD E. WESCOTT
Salary, $500 per annum. Office 613 Main Street.
Board of Assessors
Salary, $1,900 per annum; the chairman of said Board to receive




Elected March 2 2, 1932, for t'biree years
CHARLES L. KIMBALL
Elected March 25, 1930, for three years
ARTHUR C. S. RANDLETT
Elected March 24, 1931, for three y*ars
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COLLETOR OF TAXES
MARTHA E: JOHNSON
Salary. $1,800 per annum. Office, 68 Pleasant Street
Auditor
CHARLES F. AYERS
Salary. $300 per annum. Residence at -'> Clark Av nue
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
Cieated by Act of Legislature, 1 1* •> 1 . Elected by the City Council
One memb-r of said board to be cr.onen biennially on the
fourth Tuesday of March to serve six years. Annual salary
of each member, $100. Office: 68 l»i aetant Street.
HARRY L. SMITH
President
Elected March 26, 1923, for six years
OSCAR L. HOYT
Secretary
Elected February 29, 1932. for five years
CALEB J. AVERY
Elected March 22, L9S7, Cor six years.
City Engineer, Superintendent of Sewers, and Street
COM M [SSIONER
CHARLES A. FRENCH
Appointed bj Board of Public Wo ke. Salary £3,600 per annum.
i >fflce M Pl< eet
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OVERSEER OF POOR
ARTHUR C. S. RANDLETT
Salary $600 per annum. Office 68 Pleasant Street
City Physician
LESTER R. BROWN, M. D.
420 Main Street
Salary $200 per annum
Board of Health
Salary, $750 per annum for Board, dividtd as follows: Member
from Laconia proper, $500; member from Ward Six, $20d;
member from Ward One, $50.
J. GRANT QUIMBY, M. D.
Elected March 22, 1932, for three years. Office: 679 Union Avenue.
JOHN R. PERLEY, M. D.
Secretary
Elected March 25, 1930, for three years. Office: 533 Main Street
WILLIS E. FLOYD
Elected March 24, 1931, to. three years': P. O. Address, The Weirs
LACONIA PUBLIC LIBRARY
Trustees
Elected by the City Council for three yvara
JOHN S. OILMAN, Supt. of Schools, ex-officio
WILLIAM F. KNIGHT
ARTHUR W. DINSMOOR
For term ending March, 1935




For term ending March lit?. 4
FREDERICK W. FOWLER
LTNNIE L. SLEEPER












• Died Feb a !7, 1932.
f Cou
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TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
Created by Act of Legislature, Chapter 162, Laws of 1915
CORNELIUS J. LANE
Chairman
Elected by City Council, May 31, 1932, for one year
OSCAR L. HOYT
Elected by City Council. August 29, 1932, for two years
LILLIAN PAGE DOW
Secretary
Elected by City Council, August 29, 1932, for three years
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Police Commission
Appointed by the Governor with the advice and approval of the
Council by Act of Legislature of 1913.
CHARLES J. PITMAN
Chairman
Term expires September 1, 1934
JAMES A. PAYSON
Clerk
Term expires September 1, 1933
JOHN M. GUAY
Tei. m expired September 1, 1932





Appointed by Police Commission, March 15. 1927. Salary $1,8^6
per annum. Office: 68 Pleasant Street.
Deputy Chief of Police
FRANK A. BAILEY
Appointed March 1, 11)27, Salary £1,755 r>^r annum
Sergeant
DANIEL F. CLARE










Salary, $4.50 per day
* Resigned December 31. 1932.











































](, CITY OF LACONIA
MUNICIPAL COURT
dished by Act of Legislature, entitkd "An Act Establishing
Muncipal Courts and Abolishing Existing Police Oourto,"
Chapter 30, Laws of 1915.
Justice
HARRY E. TRAPP




Paid $3.00 per day of service
Clerk
EARL FLANDERS
Salary, $200 per annum
I 'ROBATION ( >FFI< I R
FREDERICK A. TILT< >.\
Salary J300 per annum
Licensing Board
( HARLES A.'HARVELL J< MIX M. GUAY





Salary, $2,250 per annum
Assistant Engineers
First Assistant—EDIlSON H. KENNEDY
Second Assistant—HENRY H. SHOREY
Third Assistant—EDWIN C. SARGENT
Fourth Assistant—JOSEPH H. ROUCHER
Salary, $175 each per annum
17
OTHER CITY OFFICERS
Board of Supervisors of Checklists
George M. Bridges, Chairman. Elected by City Council.
Ward 1, Joseph T. Guay ; Ward 2, William D. Kempton;
Ward 3, Kenneth J. Tiiton; Ward 4, Charles H. Tilton;
Ward 5, Fred A. Young; Ward 6, Elmer E. Davis, Claude
VV\ Foster. Elected at biennial election November 8, 1932,
for two years. Salary $4.00 per day of service.
Park Commissioners
Elected by City Council. Alfred C- Wyatt, Chairman,
for term ending March, 1933. Eliza Soule, for term end-
ing March, 1935; Bernice M. Seaverns, Secretary for term
ending March 1934; Clarence E. Rowe, Treasurer, for
term ending March, 1936; Walter E. Dunlap, for therm
ending March, 1937.
Form 'I


































Newman W. 1 [off
( irardner 1 1 . Jones
Norton W. Lindsey
Michael J. Smith
I Edward < rrant
William ( i. Cram
Measurer of Stone
Charles A. French
I NSPEC rOR OF I V ! ROLEU
M
Matthew Newell
Measurer of Brick \\i> Plastering
( liarlcs \. French
Measurers of Painting
< I 1 tries A. French [ohn M . < luay
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Sealer oe Weights and Measures
Metthew Newell
Salary $2'25 per annum
Tree Warden
Arthur W. Spring
Board For Examination of Plumbers
John R. Perley Charles A. French
Claude C. Dame
Fence Viewers
Ulysses S. Prescott Charles Henry Smith
Arthur A. Tilton
Licensed Plumbers
Claude C. Dame Bertram G. Walker
Joseph H. Vallier Joseph J. Morin
Albert Labranche Timothy P. Reidy
Leon Labranche George E. Vallier
Thomas Ff. Walsh Stewart G. Noyes
Raymond Landry Adolphus A. Bisson
Dana W. Hunkins Irwin L. Taylor
Registrar of Motor Vehicle
Earl Flanders
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WARD OFFICERS
Moderators
Elected at biennial election, November 8, 1932, for two year*.
Salary, $4.00 per day of service.
Ward 1—Guy R. Carter
Ward 2—Theodore Laroche
Ward 3—Elmer H. Tilton
Ward 4—Thomas P. Cheney
Ward 5—Alfred C. Wyatt
Ward 6—Haven E. Corliss
Ward Clerks
Elected at biennial election, November 8, 1932, for two years.
'Salary, $4.00 per day of service.
Ward 1-
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Ward 3—Eugene F. Dean
Ward 4—Samuel P. Philbrick
Ward 5—Frank E. Pearson
Ward 6—Ernest A. Stone
Elected March 8, 1932, for three years. j
Ward i—George W. Varrell
Ward 2—Oscar St. Jacques
Ward 3—Edward Grant
Ward 4—Joseph R. Chase
Ward 4—Joseph R. Chase
Ward 5—Harry Rivers
Ward 6—Harrison E. Morin
Inspectors oe Election
Appointed by the Justice of the Superior Oouirt, October 27, 1932,
for two years.





1 Edgar P. Page
Ernest Tardiff
Fortunat E. Normandin
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Ward .^— Matthew Newell
( >wen S. I 'aine
Allien R. Collins
Michael J. Carroll




Ward 5—Randolph K. Pike
Sadie M. Pike
Mary V. Laycock
l Rollin G. Jones
Ward 6—Earle I). Seaverns
Frank 1). Sleeper
Bert S. Wadleigh
Claude ( . 1 )ame
RESOLUTIONS
hi the Year of our Lord our thousand nine hundred and
thirty-two.
y RESOLUTION authorizing the city treasurer to hire
money in anticipation of taxes.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Lacorna, as
follows:
That the city treasurer he and herein- is authorized to
hire on the credit of the city, a sum of money not exceed-
ing twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000.00) in anticipa-
tion of taxes for the present year. The same to he horrowed
upon notes of the city, signed hy the mayor and treasurer
and countersigned hy the city clerk.
Passed and approved February 29. 1932.
CHARLES E. CARROLL,
Mavor.
In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirty-two.
A RESOLUTION tendering a discount on real estate taxes
paid before August 1st. 1932.
Resolved by the City Conned of the City of Laconia, as
follows:
That the tax collector be authorized to receive deposits
to apply toward the payment of taxes when taxes we assessed
<>r payable.
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Deposits made or t: xr- paid shall be subject to discount!
as follows:
( )n or before April first 4' [
On or before May first 3^%
( )n or before June first 3 c/r
( )n or before July first 2 xfa
c
/c
On or before August first 2%
Except that no discounts shall be made on poll taxes.
Passed and approved .March 28, 1932.
CHARLES E. CARRt >1.L.
Mayor.
In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred aiuf
thirty-two.
A RESOIA.'TK )\ authorizing temporary loans to an
amount not exceeding Two Hundred Thousand Dollars
in anticipation of the taxes of the present Municipal
year.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as
follows
:
'That for the purpose ni meeting current expenses oi the
City, the Cit) Treasurer be and hereby i 1- authorized and
fnpowered to make temporary loans from time to tunc for
the use ot said City of sums not exceeding the aggregate
amount of $200,000.00, said loans being in the anticipation
<>! the taxes ,,( th'- present municipal year and hereby ex
ly made payable therefrom, and to give for Mich loan
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subject to the written approval of the Committee on Finance,
notes of the City, each note to become due and payable
within one year from its date and no such note shall be
valid unless authenticated by the certificate of the National
Shawmut Bank of Boston, Massachusetts. Said notes shall
be signed by the Mayor and City Treasurer and counter-
signed by the City Clerk, shall be registered in the books
kept for that purpose in the offices of the City Treasurer
and City Clerk respectively.
This resolution shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed and approved March 28, 1932.
CHARLES E. CARROLL.
Mayor.
In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirty-two.
A RESOLUTION requiring the Overseer of the Poor to
demand and secure uniform prices on all merchandise
purchased by his department.
Resolved by the City Conned of the City of Laconic/, as
follows:
That the Overseer of the Poor shall demand and secure
uniform prices for all merchandise purchased by his depart-
ment on a basis of cost plus ten per cent.
This resolution shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed and approved June 10, 1932.
CHARLES E. CARROLL.
Mayor.
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III the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirty-two.
A RESOLUTION requiring all able bodied persons receiv-
ing City aid to accept employment offered by the Hoard
of Public Works and tbe Poor Department.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as
follows:
That all able bodied persons receiving aid from the
Poor Department of the City of Laconia shall accept employ-
ment and perform such duties as are required of them by
the Board of Public Works and the City Poor Department.
This resolution shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed and approved June 10, 1932.
CHARLES E. CARROLL.
Mayor.
In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirty-two.
A RESOLUTION requiring the Overseer of the Poor to
publish in the annual City Reports the names of all
persons receiving aid from the City, except those who
are exempt by law.
L wived by the City Council of the City of Laconia. as
I allows:
That the Overseer of the Poor shall publish in the
ill ( itv Reports die names of all persons receiving aid
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from the City of Laconia, except the names of such pet-
sons as are exempted by law from being so published.
This resolution shall take effect uj>on its passage.
Passed and approved June 10, 1932.
CHARLES E. CARROLL,
Mayor.
hi the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirty-two.
A RESOLUTION making appropriations for the year end-
ing February 15, 1933.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as
folloii's:
That the following appropriations be made for the year
ending February 15, 1933. which appropriations shall be in
full for all expenditures in each department named
:
State Tax $37,268.00
State Educational Tax 3,400.00
County Tax • 72,631.88
Schools 100,000.00
Fire Department 20,000.00





Support of Poor 20,000.00
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Miscellaneous 6,660.12




Cleaning Catch Basins 1 . 1 50.00
Collections, ashes, waste, (lump 0,000.00
Cutting trees, grass, brush, etc. 1 .000.00






General repairs and maintenance 14.000.00
Graveling roads 6,000.00
Sprinkling and oiling 9,000.00
Equipment 1 .000.00
66.250.00
High School repairs, 1931 5,739.12








FrankHn, Fairmount & School St. 5.622.00
White Oaks Road 1.375.00
Walker St. 891.00




State Road Weirs to Gilford 5,000.00
Moth Work 700.00
Maintenance of city offices 2,000.00
Public Health Nurse 2,000.00
Memorial Day 330.00
Old Age Assistance 5,000.00
Skating Rink 600.00
Playgrounds 1,440.00
Weirs Comfort Station 50.00
Auditing 270.00
Hydrant Service 3,900.00
Faconia Hospital ($1,000 for hospital service for
city employees needing same $2,000, for free
bed and $2,000 general expenses) 5,000.00
Public Library 4,000.00
Public Wharf Ward 6 100.00
Rent Pearl Street grounds 270.00
Veterans Reunion 300.00
Payment City Hall Bonds 2,000.00
Payment Refunding Bonds 5,000.00
Payment School District Bonds 11.250.00
Payment Sewer and Funding Bonds 7,000.00
Payment Sewer and Road Bonds 3,000.00
Payment Improvement Bonds 3,000.00
Payment Serial Notes 1,500.00
Payment Trust Fund Notes 2,000.00
Payment Bridge and Highway Bonds 4,000.00
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Payment Street and Sidewalk Bonds 2,500.00
$506,189.12
Passed and approved June 10, 1 ( >32.
CHARLES K. CARROLL,
Mayor.
I" the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirty-two.
A RESOLUTION raising money by taxation for tlve year
ending February 15, 1933.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconic, as
follows:
Thai there shall be raised and there is ordered to
be raised on the polls and estate liable to be taxed within
said City the sum of four hundred forty-seven thousand
nine hundred sixty-tour and sixty nine one hundredths
l_
$447,964.69) Hollars to defray the necessary expenses
.•im! charges of the city for the financial year ending Febru-
ary 15, 1933.
Passed and approved fune l' 1 . 1932.
CHARLES I I \KK< >] I..
Mayor.
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/;; ///c Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirty-two.
A !\KSOLUTK >N transfering the control, custody and
maintenance of the Public Wharf at the foot of Gale
Avenue to the Board of Public Works of the City of
Laconia.
Resolved by the City Conned of the City of Laconia, as
follozi's:
That the Public Wharf located at the foot of Gale
Avenue shall hereby be transferred to the Board of Public
Works of the City of Laconia and said Board shall here-
after have full control, custody of said wharf and shall be
accountable for its proper maintenance.
Passed and approved July 25, 1932.
CHARLES E. CARROLL.
Mayor.
In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirty-two.
A RESOLUTION authorizing an appropriation for the
making of permanent repairs and improvements on the
Meredith Center Road, so-called, in said Laconia.
Resolved by the City Conned of the City of Laconia, as
follows:
That the sum of $9,012.62, be and the same is hereby
appropriated for the purpose of making repairs and improve
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ments on the Meredith Center Road, so-called, in said
Laconia. Said sum so appropriated to be expended by the
Board of Public Works in the making of said permanent
repairs and improvements, and the City Treasurer is hereby
authorized to borrow on the credit of the City said sum of
nine thousand twelve dollars and sixty-two cents, without
interest, on such terms and time as the Mayor and Finance
Committee shall deem proper, and agreeably to the Gov-
ernor's proclamation for the permanent improvement of a
section of highway, and that the same be exj)ended on the
Meredith Center Road, so-called.
This resolution shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed and approved August 29, 1932.
CHARLES E. CARR< >LL,
Mayor.
In the Year of our Lard one thousand nine hundred and
thirty-two.
\ RES< >LUTK >.\ authorizing an appropriation of $2000.—
for investigation of the sanitary condition of the Lakes
and rivers in 1 ,aconia.
h>ed by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as
follows:
An appropriation of a sum not to exceed $2000.
is hereb) authorized for the investigation of the sanitary
itioil o| the Lakes and Rivers in Laconia.
Metcall S Eddy, engineers of Boston, Mass., are hereby
authorized to make said investigation in conjunction with
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the City Engineer. If the engneers shall determine that no
treatment project is required the entire expense of the
investigation shall he assumed by the State.
This resolution shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed and approved Aug. 29, 1932.
CHARLES E. CARROLL,
Mayor.
In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirty-two.
AN ORDINANCE in amendment of an Ordinance passed
and approved June 29, 1931 entitled, 'An Ordinance
in amendment of an ordinance relating to the regula-
tion of street traffic' as passed and approved July 2,
1923:
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Laconia,
as follows:
Amend Section 13 of said Ordinance by inserting after
the word 'sunrise' in section 13 of said ordinance, the follow-
ing : 'except in that part of Laconia known as the Weirs/ so
that said Ordinance as amended shall read as follows
:
Section 13. No motor vehicle shall be parked on a
public street to remain continuously so parked during the
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period from midnight to sunrise, except in that part of
Laconia known as the Weirs and except in case of
emergency.
Passed and approved April 25, 1932.
CHARLES E. CARROLL,
Mayor.
hi the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirty-two.
AN ORDINAX'i T, repealing an ordinance passed and
approved June 29. 1931, entitled. AN ORDINANCE
relating to the regulation of parking on Union Avenue.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Laconia,
as follows:
Section 1. An ordinance relating to the regulation of
parking on Union Avenue, passed and approved June 29,
1931, is hereby repealed.
Passed ami approved April 25, 1932.
(II VRLES 1'. CARR< >l.l..
Mayor.
In ///r } ear oj our i .;</ nine hundred and
thirty-two.
\\ ' IRDIN \.\<'K relating to the licensing of auctioi
used motor vehicles broughl into the ( itv <>i Laconia
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for the purpose of selling them at Public Auction.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Laconia,
as follows:
Section 1. License. Any person, firm, or corporation
bringing into the City of Laconia used motor vehicles for
the purpose of conducting a public auction of said motor
vehicles, shall first procure from the City Clerk a license to
conduct said auction.
Section 2. The City Clerk shall, if satisfied that the
applicant is of good character, and upon receipt of the sum
of Fifty ($50.00) Dollars, issue a license to the applicant
to conduct an auction. Said license shall set forth the time,
place, and date on which the auction shall be held.
Section 3. Penalty. Any person, firm, or corporation
holding a public auction contrary to the provisions of the
two preceeding sections shall be fined Tweny Dollars and
shall not be entitled to a license to hold an auction for the
term of one year after conviction of an offence under the
provisions of this ordinance.
Passed and approved this 25th. day of April, 1932.
CHARLES E. CARROLL,
Mayor.
In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirty-two.
AN ORDINANCE fixing the salary of the Overseer of the
Poor.
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Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Laconic,
as follows:
Section 1. The Overseer of the Poor shall receive in
full for his services the sum of Six Hundred ($600) Dol-
lars per annum, payable in twelve equal monthly payments of
Fifty ($50) Dollars each.
Section 2. All Ordinances or parts of Ordinances in-
consistent herewith are hereby repealed.
Passed and approved April 25, 1932.
CHARLES E. CARROLL,
Mayor.
In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirty-two.
AN ORDINANCE in amendment of certain I Ordinances
relating to the regulation of Street traffic.
/>> it ordained by the City Council of the City of I.aconia,
as follows:
Sec. 1. Amend an Ordinance passed and approved
May 2.7, 1929, relating to parking on Main and Pleasant
Streets by striking out Section 2 of said Ordinance.
Sec. 2. Amend an < Ordinance passed and approved
June 24, 1929, relating to parking on ("anal Street by
striking out Section 2 of said < Ordinance.
Sec. 3. This i Ordinance shall take effeel upon its
passage.
Passed and approved Nov, 28, 1932.
CHARLES E. CARRl ILL,
Mayor.
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In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirty-two.
AN ORDINANCE relating to the regulation of parking
on Davis Place.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Laconia,
as follows:
Section 1. No vehicle shall stop or stand on the north-
erly side of Davis Place, a public highway in the City of
Laconia, between the hours of 7 A. M. and 7 P. M.
Section 2. Penalty. Any person violating the provi-
sions of this ordinance shall be punished by a fine not ex-
ceeding five dollars.
Section 3. This ordinance shall take effect upon its
passage.






SCHO< )L B< IARD
Wayne M. Plummer, Chairman















Finance: Mr. Plummer, Mrs. Lougee, Mr. Normandin.
Fuel: Mr. Payson, Mrs. Simpson, Dr. Smart.
Repairs: Mr. Payson, Mr. Normandin, Dr. Smart
Teachers: Mrs. Lougee, Mrs. Simpson, Mr. Plummer.
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
John S. Gilman; Office, High School, Union Ave.
Office Hours: School Days, 8:30 to 9:00 A. M. and 4 :0O
to 5:00 P. M. Saturday. 'OK) to 11 :00 A. ML
Secretary: Nell L. Doane 12 Pleasant St.
< Jffice Hours: School Days. 8:15 to 11 :30 and 1 :00 to 5:00,
Saturdays, 9:00 to 11:00.
SC1K »( )l. NURSE
I a a M. Nelson 12 Pleasanl S1
< Ifiice at High School. Hours x.M) to 9:15 on School Days.
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL BOARD
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:—
,
A: the beginning of the school year September 7, 1932 all
cf the teachers accepted a reduction in salary of five per
cent with a further understanding that on March 1, 1933
they would accept two and one half per cent more making
a total for the school year 1932-33 of seven and one half
per cent. The school board hopes that with this reduction,
and with saving in the costs of books, supplies etc., as the
prices have been reduced considerable, that the school year
may be closed without much of a deficit if any. In accepting
this reduction I do not believe any member of the school
board ever heard one word of criticism from the teachers.
They all realize the conditions and are certainly co-operating
in every way possible to help the City of Laconia in this
present depression.
We have the same crowded condition and even more so
now than at this time (February) last year. In the Laconia
High School Building last year we had at this time (Feb-
ruary) 815 students, now we have 911 or nearly a hundred
more in the building, and we were crowded last year. Mr.
Gilman is under the impression that next year there will be
another increase of one hundred making some thousand
students in the Laconia High School Building that was
erected for 750, or 250 more then the building was built to
accommodate. If Laconia is going to keep in step with
orher schools not only in the State of New Hampshire but
elsewhere a new building must be erected in the near future.
The best work cannot be accomplished in such crowded
conditions.
During the month of January we had five meetings at
the various school buildings, talks being given by members
o] the State Board of Education and others. Mr. Gilman
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was unable to attend two of the meetings by reason of
sickness. 'J he three n'eetings that he did attend he -gave
splendid talks, and he had all the figures necessary on
charts so that the citizens of Laconia should understand
a great deal more as to the condition of our schools. I am
sure that the school hoard feels grateful to Mr. Gilman for
collecting all the figures and presenting them to the citizens
in such an able manner.
To me the report of the school board is rather super-
fluous, hut on the other hand the report of the Superinten-
dent is essential and I believe more in our case because oui
Superintendent gives a very fine and instructive report
and 1 again sincerely urge you to give this report your
careful consideration.




Year ending June 30, 1932
Receipts
Encome from local taxation
For support of schools $120,000.00
For the payment of principal of debt 16,250.00
For the payment of interest on debt 5.523.75
For the payment of per capita tax 3.400.00
Special appropriation 5,739.12
$150,912.87
1 rom sources Other than taxation
Dog licenses 1,162.71
Elementary school tuitions 3, (,57.00
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Salaries of district officers $ 101.00
Superintendent's excess salary 2,400.00
Truant officer and school census 875.50
Expenses of administration 1,981.63
Instruction
Principals' and teachers' salaries 94,399.10
Textbooks 2,402.25
Scholars' supplies 2,288.84
Flags and appurtenances 38.87
Other expenses of instruction 2,786.56
Operation and maintenance of school plant
Janitor service 5.447.08
Fuel 4,437.34
Water, Light, janitors' supplies 2,838.51
Minor repairs and expenses 2,187.60
Auxiliary agencies and special activities
Medical inspection 1,600.00
Transportation of pupils 3,054.00
Other special activities 359.75
Fixed charges
Tax for state wide supervision 3,400.00
Insurance and other fixed charges 1,128.30
Outlay for construction and equipment
Alterations of old buildings 5,729.12
New equipment 583.02
Debt, interest and other charges
Payment of principal of debt 16,250.00
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Payments of interest on debt 5.^23.75
Evening School 1.147.00
$160,959.22
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT
OF SCHOOLS
Laconia, X. H., February 1. 1933.
To the School Board of Laconia:
I wish it were possible for every citizen to get a true
picture of the schools of Laconia. This picture would
include the number of children in each school, and especially
would it show that the total registration in the high school
bus grown from 603 during the school year 1923-1924 to
954 for this school year.
The picture would show also the subjects that each boy
and girl is taking in the twelve grades of the school system,
and in this connection it would record the increase in
numbers taking practical art courses in the high school,
while the number taking academic subjects remains pract-
ically stationary. It would show that so-called fads and
trills have never had a place in the schools of Laconia,
and that the schools have always been maintained at a low
cose, whether considered from a valuation cost or a per
pupil cost. This picture would show a teaching fore- well
prepared, earnest, and conscientious in the performance of
duty for the best interests of the boys and the girls of
Laconia, and a School Board untiring in its efforts in
maintaining high standards in the schools and at the same
time practicing true economy in all ways.
I
I
the people of Laconia would familiarize themselves
with conditions in the schools. I feel sure there would be
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fewer unfounded rumors, and less unwarranted criticism,
and that closer co-operation between home and school
•would result in greater benefit to our boys and girls.
With the hope that the citizens of Laconia may become
better acquainted with their schools, I urge them to visit
the schools and to seek full information from those in a
position to have accurate details about them. I also call
attention to the statistics in this report with the hope that
they may help in informing readers regarding conditions.
TABLE NO. 1
Data for school year ending June 30, 1932.
Grades I-VI VII-VIII IX-XII Even. Sch. Tot.
Different pupiLs. enrolled 95-8 340 518 142 1968
Average membership 903 324 480 1707
Cases of tardinesses 490 &5'2 440 1182
Pupils not absent or tardly 102 37 45 184
Tuition pupils 56 38 53 147
Comparing these totals with those of the previous year,
there was an increase of 89 in the total enrollment and 128
in the average mem'bership.
1 here was a much larger number of tardinesses due to
the fact that pupils were not excused in advance for
tardiness or because of the late arrival of transporting
tusses. Conditions in this respect show an improvement
th.s year.
The total enrollment in the day schools this year is 1908,
with 175 in the evening school; a total of 2083.
The enrollment at St. John's school is 228 and at St.
Joseph's 670.
'TABLE NO. 2 A










high school enrollment and membership
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there are 28 and the average number of pupils for each
teacher is 32. Four teachers have between 20 and 25 pupils,
seven have between 25 and 30, nine have between 30 and
35, four have between 35 and 40, four have between 40
and 45. Another large beginning grade at Academy Street
will complicate matters considerably at that building and
will make necessary another teacher or the removal of some
of the children to other buildings.
Enrollment in the high school in January, 1931, was 718.
In January, 1932, it was 813. In January, 1933, it is 911.
In January, 1934, it promises to be 1000 plus. These
increased numbers are being housed in a building that was
crowded one year ago, and are being taught by the same
number of teachers.
How long these increases of one hundred a year can be
cared for under present conditions without serious detri-
ment to the physical and educational welfare of the boys
and girls themselves, we are unprepared to state.
It would seem, though, that if Laconia is to continue
th<' high standard her schools have had, some serious
consideration must be given soon to the problem of pro-
viding enlarged facilities for the high school.
To the statement that "When business picks up many
boys and girls will leave school and go to work," this
answer seems to apply "Boys and girls want an education.
their parents are anxious for them to go to school, and
besides it will be a long time before there will be a demand
for child labor again."
It has been suggested that the seventh and eighth grades
be moved to the Academy Street building and that the
schools in that building be moved to Bowman Street.
Anyone familiar with the situation knows that there are
one hundred more children at Academy Street than can be
accommodated in the Bowman Street building alter that
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building has been remodelled and approved by the State
Board of Health. It is also a fact that there are more
pupils in Grades seven and eight than can be accommodated
in the Academy Street building.
Of course, the two platoon system might he inaugurated
in the high school. By this plan one half, ]>erhaps Grades
X, XI, and XII, would come early enough in the morning
to do all of their work before noon. The other classes
would then come to school and remain late enough in the
afternoon to complete their work. It would seem that some
such arrangement as this would have to he made before
long if the enrollment continues to grow.
TA&JE NO. 3




Gilford 1 3 4
Mechanic
Gilford 1 2 6 1 2 1 13
I 'rivate 2 13
1 2 6 1 4 2 16
Totals 2 6 11 3 10 5 37
No. in Grades VII and VIII—31 @ $66.50 $2,061.50
($1.75 a week x 38 weeks $66.50)
No. in Grades IX-XII—60 @ $85.50 $5,130.00
($2.25 a week x 38 weeks $85.50)
No. in Grades I-VI—37 @ $46.25 $1,711.25
($1.25 a week x 37 weeks $46.25)
Table No. 3 shows that crowded conditions are due in
no way to pupils from other districts except for home room
seats in the high school. There are not enough tuition
pap'ls in any one class in the high school to make extra
divisions necessary or to require more teachers. And
surel) a glance at the table will show that tuition pupils
do not overcrowd the grade buildings.
Tuition rates were increased twenty-five cents a week in
each grade this year with a resulting increase of approxim-
ately $1200 in tuition receipts.
TABLE NO. 4






Attention is called to the above table which shows a
comparison between the numbers taking practical arts
Class
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subjects and those taking Latin. In an enrollment of
practically 600 at the present time in Grades IX to XII
there arc about the same number taking the Academic
course as there was when the school was one-half the
present size, or even smaller. The great increases have
come in the practical arts courses. Home Economics,
Mechanic Arts, and Commerce. And today, owing to the
large numbers in these courses and to the size of the classes
as compared with those in academic work, the practical arts
courses are not the most expensive to maintain.
For this reason, we feel sure, no one would argue that
the college preparatory courses should be dropped. Every
boy and every girl in Laconia should have an opportunity to
prepare for college or other post-secondary institutions in
our high school. Likewise all who will benefit by taking
die work offered in the practical art- courses should have
opportunity to do so.
Those people who would favor curtailing the practical
arts courses do not seem to realize that no financial savings
could result. If boys and girls were not taking the practical
art* courses, they would be forced into other courses,
thereby increasing the number of classes and the number of
iers For those classes.
In V)i)7 there were 163 in the high school, grades nine
to twelve; in 1912 there were 175: in 1917, 258; in I'LL'.
285; iii 1927, 315. Last year the average membership was
\i the presenl time the membership is 590, more
than twice what it was ten years ago and nearly double the
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am Hint of $40,000 and bonds outstanding valued at $213,-
75U, a total indebtedness of $253,750.00. Last year the
last note of $5000 was retired and the bonded indebtedness
had been reduced to $112,500.00. (2) Increase in the
number of pupils has come largely in the upper grades of
the high school and not in the elementary grades. The
]
. r pupil cost in the high school last year was $112.14. In
the elementary schools the per pupil cost was $64.42.
The median per pupil cost for the high schools of the
slate was $118.51; for the elementary schools, $82.11.
There are seven school districts in New 1 lamp-hire with
a population between 10,000 and 20,000 (from 10,209 to
20.018). The average cost per pupil, elementary schools and
high school, in these places for the school year ending
June 30, 1932, was $76.31, $7<>.<J. S78.18. $79.19, $79.47,
$80 62, $102.00. As lias been shown in the table Laconia's
average was $78.18.
In the cost of the schools per SI.000.00 of equalized
valuation last year, Laconia was in fourth place among the
5, and in 33d place among the 243 school districts of
the state.
No attempt is made here for a comparison with other
activities. Our principal interest is for the welfare of our
hoy, and girls. Sonic one has well said "Our hoys and
uuls are -rowing up. They must he educated now. There
some things that can wait."
Whal of thi- graduates of the high school? In 1' J _'2
there were 29 graduates; in 1932, 74. Of 64 graduates
''31. 35 or 55', continued their studies in college or
ondar) schools. < >f the 74 who graduated last
June, 35 entered college, normal school, and other institutions
heyond high school. Those who go away to school are not
all graduates of the Academic course. Some took the
Mechanic An- Course; some, the Home Economics course;
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and others, the Commerce course. Letters announcing the
fact that a certain graduate is an honor student, that another
stands second in his class, that others are on the Dean's
list, that another had for a semester ranks, A plus, 2 A's, A
minus, B plus, and B are very gratifying.
The success of the extra curricular activities continue
it; debating, music, and scholarship contests. Last spring
the orchestra won first place in the all-state contest, thereby
winning one point toward the permanent possession of a
tiophy to be given to that school that wins first place
three times.
There have been only two changes in the teaching staff
since the last annual report. Last June Miss Gertrude
Sullivan, director of physical education for the girls and
teacher of Junior Business Training for three years,
resigned. Her place was taken this year by Miss Alice
Jackson. During the fall term Miss Mary L. Chase, a
teacher in the lower grades for many years, resigned. Miss
Hilda Brooks was chosen to succeed her.
The teachers of Laconia are well trained, every teacher
eligible for a permanent state certificate has one; con-
scientious in the performance of their tasks, having accepted
greater teaching loads with lower salaries this year without
complaint ; solicitous for the welfare of the boys and the
girls, in addition to donating from their salaries for several
months to a fund to be used in providing for the physical
needs of the children many have made additional con-
tributions.
I take this opportunity to express my appreciation to
these teachers for their loyalty, to the School Board for
their cooperation, to the organizations that have contributed
funds for the welfare of the school children, and to those
citizens who have a genuine interest in the education of the
boys and girls.
1 wish to close this report with two quotations that are
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pertinent at the present time: "An education is the heritage
that this generation owes the future generation." "What
is tne aim of education?" To me the aim of education is





of the Class of 1932
Music, Triumphal March from "Aida" —Verdi
L. H. S. Orchestra
Prayer, Rev. Daniel G. Rider
Music, Ballet Egyptien No. II —Luigini
Orchestra
Salutatory and Essay, The History of Laconia High School
*Barbara May Bowles
( 'ration,
Some Accomplishments Of The League Of Nations
*Oliver Alliwishes Ryan
• . Legends of New Hampshire
*Emily Frances Collins
Music, Baritone Solo "The Open Road" —Stickles
Spencer Shannon Rollins
(lass Oration, American Ideals
tWiLLiAM Joseph Gendron
Essay, Women in Business
'"Blanche Helen Roulier
Essay and Valedictory, Making Ourselves
Marguerite Emma Schaffer
Music, "Moment Musical" —Shubert
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Orchestra
! 'resentation of Diplomas,
Mr. John S. Oilman
Superintendent of Schools
















































































Verne M. Whitman. Headmaster
Harry F. Wiley. Science
Adelaide J. Ryan. Science
Lucy M. Lundell. Latin
Edith L. Swain. English
Elizabeth M. O'Shea, English
William A. Mahoney. English
Erma E. Tetley. English
Dorothy B. Aldrich. English
Eleanor M. MacAulay, English
(•irace A. Farnum. Mathematics
Kathleen C. Davison. Mathematics
Jennie C. Munkittrick. Mathematics
Kathleen S. Edmands, Dean, French
( ; . Dana Kenyon, French
< iladys P. Chase, History
Evelyn E. Marston. Historj
Eleanor 11. Stott, i Kstory





35 Cole St. Lkpt.
252 Pleasant St














Margaret R. McCooey. Geography
Dorothy Kingsbury, Home Economics
Charlotte J. Colby, Home Economics
Nell L. Doane, Commerce
Louis R. Collins, Submaster, Commerce
Eleanor F. Sullivan, Commerce
Adelaide A. Ford, Commerce
Mildred E. Thompson, Commerce
Rolland R. Gove, Mechanic Arts
Edgar M. Royce, Mechanic Arts
Otis S. Smith, Mechanic Arts
Charles E. Lord, Mechanic Arts
Rangvald Olsen, Mechanic Arts
LeRoy J. Kelley, Physical Director
AJice H. Jackson, Physical Director
Academy Street
Hilda A. Brooks I
Marion R. Thurston I-II
Helen Agrafiotis II




Irma G. Snyder V
Dorothy M. Evans V-VI
Katherine McLaughlin VI
Gilford Avenue
Estella F. Day I-II
Bertha Varney III-IV
Blanch Weymouth V. VI
Harvard Street
Shirley C. Dow I-II
Elinor C. Varney II-III
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Evelyn M. Staples I
Lillian I. Garey II
Margaret Demers III
Margaret J. Twombly IV
Virginia A. Bell V
Ruth E. Young VI
62 Washington St. Lkpt.
35 North St. Lkpt.
23 Gale Ave.
13 Madison St. Lkpt.
62 Washington St. Lkpt.
376 Main St.
Washington Street
Winnifred Atwood I 35 North St. Lkpt.
Rosetta F. Dame II-III 40 Fairmount St. Lkpt.
I .aura D. Phillips III-IV






















Helen Smith R. F.D. 5, Lkpt.
No school signal on fire alarm at 7:30 A. M. and 12:15
P. M.
1-1-1 dismisses grades 1-6.










Opening day September 7
Columbus Day October 12
State Teachers' Association October 21
Armistice Day November 11
Thanksgiving recess November 22 to 28
First term closes December 23
Second term opens January 9
Second term closes February 17
Third term opens February 27
Third term closes April 21
Fourth term opens May 1
Memorial Day May 30
Fourth term closes June 23
High School Calendar
Opening day September 7
Columbus Day October 12
State Teachers' Association October 21
Armistice Day November 11
Thanksgiving recess November 22 to 28
First term closes December 23
Second term opens January 3
Second term closes February 17
Third term opens February 27
Third term closes April 21
Fourth term opens May 1
Memorial Day May 30
Fourth term closes June 23
LACON1A HOSPITAL RLPORT
To the Honorable Mayor and Members of the Laeonia
City Council:
We are again bringing to your attention the valued
services rendered by the Laeonia Hospital and ask you to
consider its present needs and assist us to carry forward
the work and proved for its future growth.
Every year since its establishment the Hospital has
shown a marked increase in the business done and an
improvement in the service rendered.
A few years ago the Trustees Expended about seventy-
five thousand dollars to enlarge our Hospital, that was
necessary to have done to enable us to care for the increase
in the work. A debt was incurred for that amount, some
reduction has been made but we are still owing nearly fifty
thousand dollars. We had expected with the outlay then
made it would enable us to care for the work to he done for
many years, but today we are faced with the urgent need
for another enlargement. We are confident you are in
sympathy with this work and will continue to do all in
your power to help us.
CHARLES H. PERKINS, President
WILLIAM F. KNIGHT, Secretary
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REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF THE
LACONIA HOSPITAL
To the President and Board of Trustees:
1 submit the following Statistical report of the Laconia
Hospital for the year ending Dec. 31, 1932.
Number of patients in hospital Jan. 1st., 1932 26
Number of admissions in 1932 Male 575
Number of admissions in 1932 Female 1033 1608
Total number treated 1634
Number of days service given 16516
Average number of patients per day 45
Average length of time patients remained in hospital 10 d.
Obstetrical cases 205
Total Babies 197




Children—surgical 307 Total 371
Laigest number of patients any one day 66
Smallest number of patients any one day 26
Number of operations performed—major 298
Number of operations performed—minor 744 Total 1042
Number of X-Rays taken 1533
Number of Our-patients 1088
Number of patients discharged 1584
Number discharged well 1070
Number discharged improved 157
Number of deaths 56
Number of stillbirths 8
Number of Special Nurses employed by patients 59
Number of days used by Special Nurses 1774




Occupying endowed beds 1
Guests of the Hospital (Faculty and Pupil Nurses) 24
Of the fifty-six patients who died in the hospital.
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sit) of these clinics give one a slight understanding of
the possible development of hospital activities, had the
institution more room in which to expand. The usual tonsil
clinics of school children were taken care of as in previous
years.
Because of constant use it has been necessary to repaint
wards and many of the rooms. The cracked condition of
the ceiling in small operating room required putting in a
steel ceiling. For safety reasons the electric lines in this, the
old part of the hospital, have been encased in B. X. cable
and many more receptacles provided for electric equip-
ment.
Through the generosity of Mrs. William J. Morrison, of
the Weirs, in memory of her husband, a much appreciated
OperaMult ibeam light was installed in the large operating
room. This light is so constructed that a powerful light
can be focused on any one spot, which is of inestimable
value in surgery, also from same source a new sink with
faucet- operated by arms, was put in the wash room adjourn-
ing the delivery room.
Improvements on out side of the buildings were a twenty
fool addition to the chimney at heating plant, re-roofing
laandry, repairing cracks and re-inforcing foundation of
building. This Fall the ridge pole was painted and
various outside vents on hospital proper. Main- other
repairs were cared for by our capable Janitor.
The Hospital Aid lias been very active this past year.
Through various channels they have earned six hundred
twenty-six dollars and thirty-nine cents. In addition
to the supplies furnished by the Hands, they have spent
three hundred and ninety two dollars and fifty-six cents for
other furnishings.
One unique feature this year was a Gifl Garden. Miss
Frances Beede of Meredith and Washington, I >. C, an
accomplished Landscape Architect, gave her services in
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making blue prints for the plan of the grounds. In addition
t i shrubs ami flowers purchased by the Aid, perennials were
solicited; and the response was most generous. The bright
lil- 1-inii.s iii the garden on the north side of the hospital
were a source of great pleasure to the patients who could
look at them from their windows. With the development
cf the proposed roadway we shall hope to carry out further
plans outlined by Miss Beede.
In May, under the direction of Mrs. Mary Neal
TIannaford, a very pretty service was the planting of an
Elm. tree on the front lawn, by the Mary Butler Chapter
of the D. A. R., and the placing of the Boulder with
.appropriate inscription. The Boys Band in their bright
uniforms furnished music and the Girl Scouts sang tree
planting songs which were much enjoyed by patients.
Our latest donation is a General Electric Radio with
outlets so that each bed can be connected with either ear
•or pillow
i
-hones. This was secured through the efforts of
Mrs. Clara Perley, chairman of the Spread Band. Mr. and
Mrs. Isaac Sakansky provided outlets for rooms not
privately furnished.
Donation week in < )ctober was a decided success and we
-wish to thank the many who contributed.
Our Training School Committee have met faithfully each
month to consider problems, inspect records and act on
applications of students. Sixteen students were admitted
during the year and five discontinued training. Our present
student enrollment is twenty-nine.
The Woman's Auxiliary of Belknap County Medical
"Society this year in addition to the five dollars given to the
two students attaining highest average, added a similar
award to the student doing the best practical work.
In January we arranged to give all students a three
mouths course in Psychiatry at the State Hospital in Con-
cord, N. H. We have changed our affiliation in Pediatrics
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ttj the Children's Hospital, Portland, Maine. Affili
with these larger hospitals entitles our students to mem-
bership in Red Cross nursing service.
In October, graduating exercises were held at the High
School Auditorium for graduates of L931 and 1932. General
William F. Knight awarding the ten diploma's. The ad
of the evening was given by Rev. H. Carl Steinheimer,
tor of the Methodist church. A much appreciated
uet was given to the class by Trustees at the Virginia
Dining Room. Representatives of local organizations
welcomed the graduates into the community and invited
them to join civic activities outside the hospital.
[n June and again in October groups of nurses were
sh wn through the Stale School for Feeble Minded. Dr.
B. W. Baker explained the different types lacking mental
development. Through the efforts of Mrs. Mary Davis.
Siate Supervisor of Child Welfare and Public Health, the
r nurses were privileged to attend a course of lectures
in Obstetrics given before Belknap County Medical Society,
by Dr. James McCord "I" Atlanta, Ga. Other lectures were
j
iven b\ MiSs Elizabeth Murphy, State Supervisor of Health
and Mrs. Josephine Pitman Prescott, Nursing Consultant
at Bellevue-Yorkville Health tenter, New York. Miss
Marion Garland. President of State Nurses Association
gave a very interesting accounl of the National meeting of
rican Nursing Association, held at San Antonio, Texas,
and ot her thrilling experience taking the trip via air plane.
Muring the summer months the Faculty and Nurses have
appreciated the hospitality of several doctors and friends
who entertained them at their camps. Greal pleasure has
derived l>\ nurses from the following gifts: Ping Pong
M i tei John Holt; Archery Set, Miss Lena M Chase;
K ;•! I able, 1 [ospital Aid.
May, Miss Dorothy C. Noxon of Fall Fiver, assumed
J - lr position ol Dietitian Housekeeper. In June, Mrs. Pear!
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Williams Wall returned to us to supervise the surgical
service on second floor. In February, Dr. Ethel Stuteville
was engaged to have charge of X-ray and Laboratory work.
The increasing amount of work done in these departments
shows the need of the Institution for the services of a full
time physician.
At the very beginning of the year our hearts were
saddened by the sudden passing of Dr. Charles S. Oilman,
a member of our Hospital Staff. For several years he had
given lectures to our student body. Dr. Gilman was a*
friend of the needv and much beloved by his patients. His
genial cheerful countenance is missed at the hospital. An
excellent likeness of him hangs in our Doctor's room.
To the Trustees I wish to express my gratitude for the
privilege of attending the American Hospital Association
convention at Detroit. These meetings are an inspiration
nad offer many valuable practical suggestions.
The Doctors have had their regular staff meetings each
month, reviewing hospital analysis. Increasing interest
has been stimulated by instructive papers for general
discussion prepared by members of the staff. I wish to
express to them my appreciation for their generosity both
in giving lectures and caring for nurses when ill, and to my
supervising staff for their co-operation and loyalty. The
harmony and understanding of the whole hospital force
has greatly helped to ease the tension of these trying times.
Respectfully submitted,
LILLIAN G. WILLIAMS, R. N.,
Superintendent.
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TREASURER'S REPORT
N. Joy Harriman, Treasurer
For the year ending December 31, 1932
Cash on hand, January 1, 1932 $5,063.96
Receipts
Town and City Appropriations
City of Laconia 5,000.00
Town of Meredith, N. H 250.00
Town of Center Harbor, N. H 200.00
Town of Sandwich, X. H 200.00
Town of Belmont. X. H 200.00
Town of Sanbornton, X. IT 100.00
Town of New Hamilton X. H 150.00
Town of Gilford, X. 11 200.00
Gifts
.Mrs. Perl D. Morrison, Equipment 1.000.00
Womens Progress Club. Meredith, X. H 5.00
Camp Winaukee 71.34
Thanksgiving Service 9.58
Mrs. Harriet H. Cook 10.00
of Patients 39,466.08
X-Ray and Laboratory 5,900.43
Operating Room and Etherizing 5,146.05
Deliver) Room an 1 (arc of Babies 2,166.92
Board of Special Nurses 2,517.97
Hospital and Surgical Supplies 1,594.52




Payroll for Faculty Nurses and Employees $28,581.42
sions 10,721.42
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Water, Ice, Fuel; Gas and Electricity 6,047.86
House and Surgical Supplies 9,864.54
Freight, Express & Telephone & Office Supplies 1,241.25
Repairs and Equipment 4,697.30
Interest on Notes 3,701.13




Balance on Hand December 31, 1932 at Hospital 480.12
Balance subject to check December 31, 1932 ... 2,917.45
$78,532.02
Permanent Funds
Endowments, Bequests and Contributions
Elbridge G. Folsom Fund $21,435.22
Alary A. Baskell fund - 136.00
Ann E. Hall fund 100.00
Julia A. Ladd fund 2,180.00
James B. Hinds fund 500.00
Samuel H. Blaisdell fund 1,670.38
Samuel W. Rollins fund 5,000.00
Elizabeth W. Stevens fund 1,000.00
Albert G. Folsom fund 2,000.00
Daniel A. Tilton fund 4,980.58
Samuel A. Brown fund 29.400.00
Nancy B. Randlett fund 4,895.00
M. ry J. Colby fund 5,000.00
Thomas H. Worrall fund 100.00
Edward E. Taylor fund 10,000.00
Sarah Davison fund 5,000.00
Clara J. Chase fund 500.00
Ellen M. Jones fund 2,000.00
William H. Seavev fund 802.55
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iam Esty fund 1,000.00
Woodbury L. Melcher fund 6,000.00
A. Kling fund 15.00
Radcliff Brown fund 2.000.00
Joseph S. Morrill fund 5,000.00
Nellie Whitcher fund 1.000.00
Annie Leavitt fund 1,000.00
William H. Sanborn fund 5,000.00
William 11. Sanborn fund 1,116.55
\niia M. Wilcox fund 100.00
Jessie Merrill Sr. fund 700.00
Alfred V. Lincoln fund 5,000.00
.Mfred V. Lincoln fund 1,250.00
J. W. Ashman fund 500.00
Maria A. Doe fund 250.00
.Mrs. Laura A. Sleeper fund 10,090.39
Mrs. R. F. Butler fund 1,000.00
Mrs. Lucy H. Odell fund 5,000.00
Mrs. Idella Story fund 2.500.00
Mrs. Laura W. Coe fund 1.000.00
W. J. Bellamy fund 100.00
Ec'mund Little fund 5,000.00
Mary Ida Goodspeed fund 890.15
Edv/ard A. Perkins fund 2,202.92
Saiah J. Roberts fund 500.00
1. Jennie Graves fund 500.00
$155,414.74
REPORT OP BOARD OF HEALTH
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
The work of the Hoard of Health during the past year
vvas along ordinary lines. There were no outbreaks of
serious contagious diseases, with the exceptions of an
epidemic of mild cases of mumps during the past two
months.
Milk production and distribution was supervised as care-
full} as our limited finances would allow, and practically
all of the milk sold here is more than satisfactory in
quality.
Two suggestions are in order at this time
:
First, that the old Police lockup which is a disgrace
to any city, be replaced at once.
Second, that Laconia and the towns surrounding it unite
ii; employing a full time Milk Inspector.
Signed,
J. GRANT QUIMBY, M. D.
J. R. PERLEY, M. D.
W. E. FLOYD
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Home visits (Instructive) 78











< )pthalmia Neonatorum 2
Impetigo 21
Syphilis 1
REGIS H. LEAVITT. K. X.
REPORT OF THE MILK INSPECTOR
The year 1932 brought some notable advances in methods
• •f milk inspection. The production of clean wholesome
milk means safety to the consumer and money in the
pockets of the producer. It is as much the milk inspector's
job to help the farmer to a better knowledge of clean milk
production as it is to protect the consuming public. The
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desire to produce cleaner milk must go hand in hand with
the demands of the consumer that the milk lie of the best
quality.
This year bacterial counts were made by the direct micro-
scope count methods as well as with the plate method. In
this way accuracy was increased and identification of
individual organisms was made possible.
Several of the leading dairymen of the city producers
submitted to individual inspection of their cows in their
herds. Direct counts were made of the milk from each
quarter of each cow's udder and in this way, a check-up
was made of the source of organisms from the cows them-
selves. Producers, whose herds were tested in this manner,
were able to isolate high organism-discharging cows and
thus cut down on their bacteria counts in the final products.
It is impossible to produce clean, sanitary, germ-free milk
when the cows themselves are a source of contamination.
By the use of this direct count method, chronic cases
or garget in cows can be detected and the cows removed
from the herds. This disease is very contagious and results
in a great economic loss to farmers yearly as well as a
nuisance in the form of a disease spreader.
Because of the low level of prices of farm products, it
is not to be expected that many farmers will install expensive
equipment. Good clean milk is not produced by using
expensive equipment but rather by the careful, conscientious





Classification of dairies according to score:
Dairies were all scored on the first inspection. An
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average grade was found and all those below this grade rated
a second check-up.
Score Below 60 60-65 65-70 70-75 75-80 80
Dairies 20 28 23 18 18 5
Samples of Milk and Cream analyzed 145
Samples unsatisfactory (high bacteria count) 16
Samples unsatisfactory (excess sediment
)
23
Samples unsatisfactory (below standard.-, solids) 10
Inspection details:
Stores, restaurants, etc.. inspected 101
es, restaurants reinspected l' 1
Wagons and trucks (milk) inspected 105
Visits to dairies 255
Dairies scored 112
Visits to creameries 10
Licenses
:
Number of licenses granted to stores 91
Number of licenses granted to producers-dealers 93
Number of licenses granted to dealers 9
Number of licenses held up for improvement by producers 11
Number of licenses refused 5
Number of licenses given after rechecking 5
CHILD HEALTH CONFERENCE
A Child Health Conference was conducted by this division
in August at Lakeport, in cooperation with the local Board
of Health, Woman's Club, School department, physicians
and nurses.
Babies and preschool children examined ~4
Number found with physical defect- 55
.Number of defects found 107
.Number placed under treatment 28
The examining physicians were : Dr. M. Alice Normandin,




A Maternity Clinic has been conducted the third Wed-
nesday of each month since December 1931, at the Laconia
Hospital, in cooperation with the Belknap County Com-
missioners, local physicians and nurses. Transportation
has been provided by the Lakeport and Laconia Woman's
Clubs.
Total attedance in 1932 48
Prenatal 42
Postnatal 5
The necessary medical supervision, nursing service, and
in many cases hospitalization have been provided the
patients, by the County.
VIVIAN M. JENNINGS,
Field Nurse.
REPORT OP LIBRARY TRUSTEES
To the Honorable Mayor and Members of the City Council:
In making a report to you of the activities of the Laconia
Public Library during the past year and its needs tor
another year there are some changes in conditions that
should be considered.
The past year has witnessed the largest circulation of
books in all the years since its beginning, due no doubt
largely to the fact that so many people are out of employ-
ment and spend more of their leisure in reading. This
lirge distribution of books entails extra service on the part
of the Library staff and should have an extra expenditure
for new books as the old ones are constantly wearing out.
Our beautiful library building provided us by the gener-
osity of Napoleon B. Gale is older and will constantly need
a larger sum spent on repairs to keep it in proper condition.
It has always been the policy of your trustees to n>e the
utmost economy in the managment and the expenditure of
money, saving all that was possible for the purchase of new
books.
You will remember that we have not only the Gale
Library but also the Goss Library at Lakeporl under our
care and supervision which requires a substantial increase
in expenses.
We appreciate the fact that the depression that has
prevailed for such a long period requires and should receive
the strictest economy in all the departments of our City
Government and as far as possible we arc ready to do our
share in every way to curtail expenses, hut with these vital
needs for economy we realize also that blind slashing
without thought of effects may cost our citizens and tax
payers far more than apparent savings.
Without fixed charges that cannot be reduced and the
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importance of furnishing our readers with a proper supply
of >rew hooks that are so necessary at this time, no sub-
stantial reduction can be made.
We ask today as we have always done for any suggestions
from those interested in our library regarding its manage-
ment or the selection of books.
All such advice and co-operation will receive as it should
and always has received the careful consideration of your
trustees.
The total circulation for the year 1932 was one hundred
thousand seven hundred and seventy-eight an increase over
1931 of eight thousand five hundred and forty-one.
Very few books have been purchased for the past two
years and the Library cannot function successfully much
longer without new books. Repairs and a new boiler for
the Gale Library during the past year required a capital
investment of about one thousand dollars, and the Goss
Library is in such condition that a certain amount of










To the Board of Trustees of the Laconia Public Library:
I herewith submit my report as treasurer of the Laconia
Public Library for the year ending Feb. 15, 1933, as
follows :
Cash on hand Feb. 15, 1932 $ 119.26
Received from City of Laconia 4,000.00
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Received from Gale Estate 2,888.52
Received from Goss Estate 551.13
Received from Fines, etc. 420.33
Miscellaneous receipts 36.16
Income from trust funds used for purchase of books.








Fixpended for salaries $4,304.25
Expended for janitors 1.127.08
Expended for books 794.67
Expended for periodicals 183.45
I
- pr;n led for fuel 533.18
Expended for lighting 234.01
i upended for telephone service 103.26
Expended for insurance 43.23
:nded for new boiler for Gale library 721.49
ended for painting Gale library 284.93
Pixpended for replacing cork carpet (4.00
Expended for incidentals, printing and su]
|
367.02
ce on hand Feb 15. 1933 49 50
H0.07
Erastus P. Jewell Fi
1
• " e $ 472.64
Expended for books 472. c>4
Helen V Vver\ Fund
me $ 50.00
I N|»<nded for hooks 50.00
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REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
I'd the Auditor of the City of Laconia:
We respectfully submit our report for the year ending
February 15, 1933.
Union Cemetery
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Name Fund Expended On Hand
Caroline M. Hayward 150.00 8.00 16.75
Frank D. Hill 200.00 9.40 10.23
Edward J. Hurley 100.00 5.50 6.67
Vernon Hutchins 100.00 1.67
Abigail Hutchinson 200.00 10.00 25.96
Lone B. Ingalls 200.00 20.00 30.15
Mary L. Jameson 100.00 4.00 6.00
Ann M. Jewell 200.00 10.00 46.60
Nathan Johnson, Jr. 100.00 6.00 4.43
John Knowlton 75.00 2.00 12.43
Oliver Knowlton 50.00 2.00 1.63
Annie M. Ladd 200.00 10.00 18.17
Harland P. Ladd 125.00 5.00 2.86
D. F. Lakeman 50.00 2.00 2.52
Eliza Lamprey 100.00 4.00 5.03
William H. Lamprey 100.00 4.00 .90
E, Lettie Lane 100.00 6.00 9.18
Martin L Lane 100.00 5.75 2.42
Martin L. Lane 100.00 4.00 2.34
Charles Lovett 100.00 6.00 2.22
John W. Mathes 200.00 8.00 14.52
Jesse Merrill 100.00 5.00 5.00
George A. Morrison 150.00 12.00 1.78
Charles E. Neal 100.00 6.00 5.37,
A. M. Oliver 100.00 4.41,
T. Frederick Page 100.00 4.00 3.74-'
Daniel L. Parshley 100.00 4.00 5.14
William H. Pearson 100.00 6.00 3.54
Walter S. Peaslee 100.00 10.00 26.99
John L. Perley 400.00 15.00 26.42
Stephen Perley 434.00 15.00 26.35.
George Pitman 100.00 6.28 2.55^
Walter H. Pitman 300.00 10.00 24.79
Joseph & Arthur Poire 100.00 3.69
True E. Prescott 200.00 10.00 10.81
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Name Fund Expended On Hand
Eliza A. Ames 100.00 11.50 4.71
Morrill Ames 300.00 17.20 10.29
Martha A. Badger 56.00 3.50 2.60
Mary C. Baxter 100.00 7.50 2.89
Laura Bean 100.00 8.00 1.34
Frank M. Beckford 200.00 18.00 7.40
Stephen B. Blaisdell 200.00 18.00 5.00
Annie M. Blaisdell 50.00 4.50 2.23
Mary H. Boynton 200.00 48.50 3.58
George L. Boynton 50.00 3.00 1.44
Mrs. Henry E. Brawn 150.00 15.00 1.37
Charles W. Brown 75.00 6.50 8.50
Freeman Burns 100.00 11.50 3,26
Julia A. Buzzell 50.00 5.50 1.83
S Jennie Buzzell 100.00 6.50 3.56
Emma E. Chase 100.00 9.50 5.96
Lydia A. Chase 100.00 16.50 4.59
Mary A. Chase 50.00 4.25 3.67
Samuel C. Clark 200.00 28.00 16.57
Laura A. Clough 100.00 4.50 3.75
Georgiana Clark 150.00 27.50 12.31
J. S. Crane 300.00 50.00 4.97
Etta C. Daniels 200.00 13.00 6.46
Oscar S. Davis 150.00 13.50 2.99
K. H. Davis 50.00 .83
Elmore S. Dockham 150.00 13.50 5.48
John H. Dow 500.00 42.60 38.09
Frank G. Downing 75.00 6.50 3.25
Joseph Dunavan 100.00 8.00 5.91
Viola Mae Felch 75.00 9.50 2.06
George A. Ferguson 114.32 4.97
John C. Fogg 50.00 9.00 3.17
Henry W. Folsom 100.00 10.50 .84
Al-.nzo W. Fuss 150.00 3.50 13.11
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Name Fund Expended OnHami
(3 Cemeteries)
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Name
( ora M. Clay
! .ovell P. Crane






























( Hiver C. Taylor
I <".win D. Ward
Alary R. Watson





















400.00 14.00 22. 35
100.00 1.50 41.23
200.00 2S.sn 64.69
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Principal of Trust Funds on hand (Liberty Bond i 50.00
Principal of Trust Funds on hand (Savings Bank) 20.938.59
Principal of Trust Funds on hand (2 shares of
Laconia Water Stock) 100.00
$46,991.21




Trustees of Trust Funds.
FIRE DEPARTMENT
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
Gentlemen.
During the year 1932 the Fire department responded to
Fifty Box Alarms, and One Hundred and Seventy-nine
Still Alarms which were quickly extinguished without
serious loss of buildings and contents. Most of these fires
were caused from defective chimneys, hot ashes in wooden
containers, short circuits in automobile cars, oily rags, etc.
Total insurance paid for the year was $14,964.08.
The Personnel of the Fire Department is as follows:
Chief and four assistants. Six full time drivers of
apparatus. Fifty-two call men divided as follows: Twenty-
two at Laconia, twenty at Lakeport, ten at Weirs.
The Fire Fighting Equipment is in fairly good condition.
New tires will have to be purchased this coming year for
the seven hundred and fifty gallon pump, and the Ladder




List of Fire Apparatus
One piece, a seven hundred and fifty gallon pumper pur-
chased in the year 1916.
One city service ladder truck purchased in 1925.
One Pierce-arrow built over into a combination chemical
and hose wagon.
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At the Lakeport station, one six hundred gallon pumper
purchased in 1923.
One ladder truck built over from a Garford truck, in 1926.
At The Weirs, one Packard built over as a combination
hose and chemical wagon.
One forest fire pump.
8000 feet of 2H inch good hose, and 1500 feet of \y2
inch good hose.
The valuation of the fire fighting equipment is about
$40,000.
The valuation of the fire alarm system is about $19,750.
The valuation of the buildings $38,000.
Total, $97,750.
Personnel of the Fire Department
Chief ARTHUR W. SPRING
First assistant, E. H. Kennedy
Second assistant, H. H. Shorey
Third assistant, E. C. Sargent
Fourth Assistant, J. H. Roucher
Engine Co. No. 1
Captain, Luther D. McMurphy
Lieutenant. Joseph Decelles
Clerk. Elmer Cummings
Ralph Neal Wilfred Bouley.
Herbert Neal Charles Fi field
Clarence Neal Ralph Fifield
Ernest Tardif Arthur McGowen




Fred Gonyer. H. L. Mansfield
Earl Brough Byron Herbert
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Joe Sardosky Ernest Hudson
Philip Burke Emile StJacques




Henry Lamothe Henry Gagne
W. M. Bechard Edgar Giguere
Delphis Giguere Harrison Sargent




Harold Tefft. George Wallace
Edward Huse Talford Melvin
William Sheehan Robert Hurd
Clarence Sheehan
Weirs Hose Co. No. 4
Captain, G. W. Tarlson, Jr.
Lieutenant, W. E. Floyd
Clerk, W. T. Cole
H. W. Hill Gerald Macomber
Fred Dearborn, Jr. C. E. Davis
Robert Blake Jasper Avery
H. L. Smith
Permanent Drivers
Engine Co. No. 1, Elmer I. Cutting
Chemical No. 1. Lazar F. Vallier
Hook & Ladder No. 1, Adlor J. Perry
Engine Co. No. 2, Peter Dagenais
Hook & Ladder No. 2, Walter Sanborn
Weirs Hose Co. No. 4, Henry Allard
MOTOR VEHICLES]
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
I hereby submit the twelfth annual report of this depart-
ment for the year ending December 31, 1932.

[H, CITY OF LACONIA
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
Laconia, N. H., February 15, 1933.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council: I
We hereby submit the twenty-third annual report of the
Board of Public Works, together with the detailed report
.and recommendations of the City Engineer and Superin-
tendent of Streets and Sewers.
So far as possible, with the appropriations provided, the
routine maintenance work has been attended to, during the
past year, together with such special work as has been
authorized, as will appear from the appended reports show-
ing all expenditures in detail.
Effective July 5, 1932 we issued an order, cutting wages
practically ten per cent, affecting all connected with the
Department and have operated on this basis, since that
time. The wage paid for common labor was fixed at $3.00
per day. the minimum rate in effect in the State of New
Hampshire, for Joint Fund work on the highways, both
construction and maintenance, in the several towns and
aties.
There exists here, as elsewhere, a strong demand for
lower municipal appropriations and a consequent reduction
in local taxes; and here, as in many other places, a difficult
problem is presented, viz. how, with decreased allotments,
to furnish the service expected and demanded by the public.
As regards the work under the supervision of this Depart-
ment, many contend that no extensions or construction
work on streets, sidewalks or sewers should be undertaken
thi.s year, under any circumstances, while others reply that
public work of this nature furnishes employment to many
of our citizens, who would otherwise be out of work and
in need of assistance from the city, and point to the very
great benefit the construction of the Winnipesaukee Shore
Road from Weirs toward Gilford, the Meredith Centre
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road, the Weirs Bridge construction and the building of
a mile and a quarter of surface drains, has heen to local
citizens, the past year, for as Mr. French suggests in his
report, it is estimated that from 60% to 90% of all the
money expended by the Public Works Department go<
wages to local labor.
In the matter of suggested reductions of Maintenance
< xpenditures, as we have stated before, the city has a large
amount of money invested in improved streets and side-
wa'ks, which must he properly maintained to protect this
investment, as well as to satisfy the demands of '>ur
cili/.ens, accustomed to the use of good streets and walks.
It is not true economy to allow the street surfaces to dis-
integrate and the sidewalks to become rough and broken,
and whatever the decision as to construction work, this year,
we earnestly urge an adequate maintenance appropriation.
The amounts necessary for maintenance work constitute
practically a fixed charge unless the rate of wages is still
further reduced. The continual ion of the oiling and patch-
ing work is essentia!, and the continuation of the grav<
of earth roads is advisable if the necessary funds can he
tded. The scavenger 31 it benefit
to the people but it tial for the protection of the
public health, and we believe this service should bo con-
1, either by the department, or through proper con-
tract, under its supervision.
j Councilman Morin, Mr. N
Tormandin, and Mr
Cheney and Cantin of the Advisory Committee have con-
id with the Board In order n> rcdr.ce the appropriations
ior the Departmenl for 1933 34 the) have urged the elimin-
ation or reduction of some oi the rendered,
by the Department. I : i>- Board 1- "i the opinion that they
lionli 1 submit their recommendations for appropriations for
I he ensuing year, in the alternative, so thai the Mayor and
( ouncil may determine the policy of the Board's pro-
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ceeding to carry on substantially the same service during
that period, or the Board's making such reduction in the
present service as to operate on a reduced appropriation.
Accordingly, the Board recommends the following appro-
priations for the year 1933-34 on the basis of substantially
the same service as last year.
Bridge Repairs and Maintenance 900.00
Cleaning Catch Basins 1,250.00
Cleaning Streets 3,500.00
City Engineering 1,500.00
Cutting Trees, Grass, Brush 1,000.00
Insurance 700.00
Highways and Bridges 15,000.00
Maintenance of Macadam 4,500.00
Drain Repairs and Maintenance 1.000.00
Sanding Sidewalks 950.00






Purchase of Equipment (Trucks) 6,500.00
$76,900.00
If the policy of the city goverment is to eliminate or
reduce some services now performed by the Department,
wc offer for consideration the following list of appropria-
tions for the year 1933-34:
Bridge Repairs and Maintenance 700.00
Cleaning Catch Basins 1.250.00
Cleaning Streets 3.000.00
City Engineering 1,500.00
Cutting Trees, Grass, Brush 700.00
Insurance 700.00
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Highways and Bridges 15,000.00
Maintenance of Macadam 4,500.00
Drain Repairs and Maintenance 1,000.00
Sanding Sidewalks 950.00





Purchase of Equipment 1,000.00
$59,600.00
If the appropriations are made on the basis of reduced
service, the material changes in the service, contemplated
by the Board will affect the collection of ashes and waste
and the winter expense and will eliminate the graveling
of streets.
We believe that the change in collection of waste can lie
made without injury to the public health, though it may be
at - ime inconvenience to the public. The winter expenses
can only be reduced by less plowing of roads and streets
and by less snow removal. The graveling of streets can be
suspended for a year, without great permanent injury to
the highway system.
If these reductions are made, the appropriation for pur-
chase of equipment can be reduced as indicated in the last
schedule.
The Board is anxious to cooperate in the effort to reduce
nditures in all City Departments. We desire to make it
clear thai the appropriation recommendations totaling
900,00 are, in its opinion, necessary, if the Department
is t< carry on substantially the same service a- it has the
past year, and that the reduced appropriation recommen-
dations are based upon elimination or reduction of present
ice.
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If the Mayor and City Council determine as a policy that
the present service should be reduced, we will cooperate to
the fullest extent to carry on the work of the Department
as efficiently as possible, under the appropriation schedule
totaling $59,600.00 ; this may be accomplished unless we are





Board of Public Works.
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REPORT OF THE STREET, SEWER AND
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
m Board of Public Works:
Gentlemen
:
'J lie following is presented as the report of the Public




ture. together with the bridge over the railroad, in a per-
manent manner. The city is thus relieved of its care and
maintenance for the future.
Funds should be provided to clean and paint the Fair
street and Messer street bridges this year as this work
should no longer be delayed.
Drains
In order to provide work for unemployed, surface water
drains were built with costs as follows
:




White Oaks Road 1,477.42
Walker Street 474.33
Total 1.28 miles $8,953.26
The 23.62 miles of surface water drains were main-
tained in good condition.
Graveling Streets and Roads
The sum of $6,026.69 was expended in putting a gravel
surface on various street and outlaying roads preparatory
to the application of a surface treatment of asphaltic oil.
Pavements
The following areas of pavements were maintained
:
Bituminous Macadem 224,038 sq. yds.
Bituminous Concrete 17,980 sq. yds.
Water Bound Macadem, surface treated 22,758 sq. yds.
Granite Blocks 5,054 sq. yds.
Cement Concrete 4,305 sq. yds.
Faving Brick 245 sq. yds
Sanitary Sewers
The 30.59 miless of sanitary sewers were flushed, cleaned.
roots removed and maintained in good condition at a cost
of $3,946.55.
1()4 city of laconia
Sidewalks
1,598 sq. yds. of bituminous sidewalks were recovered
and /98 sq. yds. of new sidewalk were built on Bowman St.
( >iling Streets
97,559 gallons of asphaltic road oil were applied to -treets-
and outside roads. The yearly application and sand cover.
not only keeps down the dust but gradually builds a wearing
crust on road surfaces which preserves them from becoming
muddy and rutty and from washing away in times of heavy
rains.
( rENERAL
The work provided 1>y the appropriation for the con-
struction of the road from the Weirs bridge, easterly, to
the Gilford town line was a great help to the unemployed
of Laconia.
This fund was provided by a special act of the Legislature
which allotted $30,000.00 for the work, one half of winch
was to be furnished 'by the State and one half by Laconia.
It was agreed that if Laconia would appropriate $5,000.00
in 1932, $5,000.00 in 1933 and $5,000.00 in 1934 the State
would furnish the money to complete the job. This agree-
ment was carried out, the city built the road under tin-
direction of the State Highway Commissioner and local
labor was employed on the job exclusively. The maintenance
of this road will be paid by the State.
Another great help to unemployment was the construc-
tion of a part of the much travelled road leading from North
Main street to Meredith Center, New Hampton and Bristol.
The Governor an. I Council allotted Laconia $9,012.62 for
road work from unemployment relief fund- and the Mayor
Was Successful in getting an additional $8,000.00 which was
applied Oil this road.
The amount necessary for supplies was a minimum and
the money was used to -^ive employment to local labor
exclusively.
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It is hoped that funds will be supplied from some source
to continue this helpful piece of construction work.
Some of the trucks of the Street Department have
reached the stage where they are practically worn out and
the cost of repairs are excessive. Some of these trucks
date from 1925 and have run 300,000 or more miles. It
would be a real economy to replace them with more up to
date vehicles. The cost of collection and disposal of ashes
and waste would be less and the plowing of snow would
be more efficiently carried out.
The expenditure for snow removal and the maintenance
oi winter roads for auto travel is a large item every year
but as 90 f /f of the cost goes to local labor, the cost of
unemployment relief is lessened by that amount.
It is estimated that from 60% to 90% of all money
expended by >the Public Works Department goes as wages




City Engineer, Supt. of Streets and Sewers.
SEWER STATISTICS
No. of house connections Feb. 15. 1932 2311
No. of house connections made in 1932 18
No. of house connections Feb. 15, 1933 2329
Cost of Sanitary Sewer System Feb. 15. 1932 $221,040.22
Expended 1932 74.48
Cost of Sanitary Sewer System Feb. 15, 1933 $221,114.70
Length of Sanitary Sewer System 30.59 miles
Length of Surface Water Drains 23.85 miles
CITY SOLICITOR'S RLPORT
To the Honorable Mayor ami City Council:
I hereby submit my report for the year 1932.
There are pending on the docket of the Superior Court
for the County of Belknap, four cases. The case of
h<l>ecca Houle et al vs. Laconia, is an appeal from an
award of one dollar damages for the- taking of 27? squre
feel of land on Main Street. This case has been on the
docket since September 23, 1921 and can be settled for the
sum of twenty dollars. 1 recommend that the matter l>e
disposed of for that amount.
The case of Joseph Bolduc vs. Laconia is also an appeal
from an ward of $400 for the taking of 2203 square feet
of land on Baldwin street. This matter has been pending
since February 26, 1925 and should be adjusted. The sum
of four hundred dollars is being held by the treasurer for
this purpose and negotiations are under way for settlement.
There are also pending two cases in which the City is
plaintiff; one is an action against the County of Belknap
seeking to recover money for aid erroneously furnished a
pauper during the years l c>24 to 1928 in the amount of
twenty-four hundred dollar- Part of the testimony is
before the Court and the case awaits the taking of testimony
two more witnesses before being transfered to the
Supreme Court on questions of law. The other ease is a
petition seeking to abate a nuisance on Messer street and
will he in order for hearing at this March term of Court.
Department head- have been advised and all criminal
iii which the City has had an interest have been
pri perly disposed of.
My office is always open to anv City official and to any
Other person who seeks advice on matters of public interest.
Respectfully submitted,
ll.\K( )I.D E. WESCt »l 1.
City Solicitor.
POLICE DEPARTMENT
REPORT OF POLICE COMMISSIONERS
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
The undersigned Police Commissioners for the City of
Laconia respectfully submit the following report of George
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Illegal possession of liquor,
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Delivered to out-of-town officers, 6
Discharged by the Court, 1
1
Committeed to house of correction, non-payment, 12
Committed to house of correction upon sentence, 19
Committed to jail, non-payment 9
Committed to jail upon sentence 6
Committed to jail in default of bonds, 7
Committed to State hospital, 3
Complaints placed on file, 25
Complaints dismissed, 11
Complaints nol pressed, 5
Furnished bonds to appear at court, 8
Suspended by paying costs. 39
Cases not settled, 12
Appealed to Superior Court, 3
Discharged without being brought before the
Court. 8
Complaint suspended, 2
Htld for Superior Court, no bail, 1
Continued for sentence, 8
Total, 280
Lodgers
Number of persons furnished lodgings, 626
PROPERTY STOLEN AND LOST
perty reported stolen, $435.00
Stolen property recovered, 35.00
Property reported lost. 896.00
Lost property recovered. 828.00
INCIDENTAL SERVICES
Accidents reported. 15
Disturbances quelled with arrest, 7
Dogs killed, 2
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Dangerous dogs, notice served to owners, 3
Dangerous sidewalks reported, 4
Dangerous streets reported, 5
iJreaks in water pipes reported, 2
Fires extinguished without alarm, 1
Fires discovered and alarms given, 1
Fire alarms given, 1
Assistance rendered to injured persons, 2
Lost children restored to parents, 10
Store doors found open and secured, 104
Complaints received and investigated, 192
Burglaries reported, 9
Larcenies reported, 11




Missing persons reported, 1
Missing persons found, 1
Telephone duty calls, 28,736
Telephone toll calls, 5.052




REPORT OF THE CLERK
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
Gentlemen: I herewith submit my annual report as Clerk
of the Municipal Court of Laconia.
The criminal cases brought before the Court and disposal
of the same are shown in detail by the report of the Chief
of Police. The cash receipts of the Court and the disposi-
tion of same summarize as follows
:
Receipts
Received from fines and costs $4,789.81
Writs, warrants and entry fees 30.62
$4,820.43
Paid as Follows
Attorney's fee as counsel for minor $5.00
Witness' and officers' fees 665.62






OVERSEER OF THE POOR
To his Honor the Mayor and City Council:
This department has been hard hit by business conditions.
Beside the usual run of dependents, it has been called on to
partly, and in many cases to entirely support whole families
usually in comfortable circumstances.
The unemployment situation has Income serious, and
would have been more so, but for the efforts of Mayor
Carroll in securing Federal and State aid for highway and
bridge construction, thereby furnishing employment for
men who can do the work.
It has been necessary to provide clothing for many school
children, especially in the line of footwear and under-
clothing.
We would espe< iallj acknowledge valuable assistance
from the local Red Cross chapter, for supplies of flour.
cloth, and clothing, to Malcolm Barney of the Laconia
imer) for large quantities of milk and to Thomas J.
Mclntire for man) barrels of vegetables. The A. & P. and
First National Stores haw generously donated orders for
distribution of grocei es to the unemployed. The Pitman
Mfg. Co., have given hosiery, Eor which there is constanl
demand.
This department would appreciate donations oi clothing.
especially for use of school children and for men doing
outside work.
Respecl full) submitted,
\ C. S. RANDLET I .
( Overseer of the Poor.
REPORT OP TREE WARDEN
To the HonorabU Mayor and Council:
The city shade trees are sick at the beginning of the
year 1933. Trees are infested with Gypsy and Brown tail
moths, and other insects. Our City Council have made
no appropriation this past year for the care of the trees.
No pruning has been done the past year. A small amount
of money should be appropriated each year to preserve our
shade trees.
In a few years Laconia will have no shade trees on her
streets, owing to decay, and concrete material too close to
the trees on the side walks to allow moisture to get to the
roots, also there are a lot of insects that strip our shade
trees of their foliage.
Another menace to our shade trees are overhead wires.
The limbs are exposed to the high voltage which kills the
tree. This is a short story of the condition of our shade




To the Mayor and Council of the City of Laconia:
Gentlemen :
The Park Commission is pleased to submit for your
consideration its eighteenth annual report.
Your Commission believes this to have been one of the
most successful seasons since the playground system -was
instituted not only in attendance, but in the interest mani-
fested by the parents and the public generally, in support of
the efforts of the instructors to give their best thoughts to
those under their charge.
The Opechee Park Playground was under the supervision
of Mr. Reginald Clement and Miss Anna Collin and we
present their reporl for your consideration.
The Playgrounds <>] - icially Tuesday morning, July
5th. The first week was devofc urnaments
in Horse Shoes and Checkers. Both Junior and Senior
Baseball Teamis were organizi
To create interesl in Athletic contests, a point system
was adopted at the beginning of the year which proved very
successful. Thre highest point
winners at the end of the season.
Ever) Thursday was "dh ner day'* and a large numbei
: <-n enjoyed their lunches d< the water front.
Due perhaps to the fact thai Swimming was held only
once during the day. it wa the most popular activity
at tin Park. Although our dail) attendance on the p
grout 178, the average attendance in the water
d 125 with 223, the largest number
counts d at one time in the water.
Racing Plal forms u in the water 60
apart u hich .
.
. first, they were used
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for swimming races, and second, they served as a crib for
the youngsters and the beginners.
63 children were awarded the Red Cross beginner's But-
ton and 22 were awarded the Red Cross Swimmer's Button.
During the last four weeks a special Swimming Class was
held in the morning from 10:30 to 11:30 to instruct Life
Saving Methods to those preparing to take the Red Cross
Life Saving Tests.
The two most popular sports on land were Tennis and
Baseball. Both Tennis Courts were occupied all day long
curing the whole summer which shows its popularity.
Baseball was also popular among the younger children.
Although we had only seven rainy sessions during the
season, we can be thankful to the City of Laconia for
having repaired the Grandstand.
In door games were held under the grandstand during
rainy sessions. Many of the children's parents visited the
playground during the season.
Leavitt Park was fortunate to have Mr. Charles F.-
Peterson return to us for his seventh consecutive summer.
Under his able guidance and with Miss Esma Ford, who
formerly had been at the South End Playground, a very
successful season ensued.
With the help of the older boys and many of the parents
who were interested, the swimming facilities were improved
tremendously. The rocks, bushes, and general debris were
removed from the shore line to a distance of twenty-five
feet from shore, the front was walled up, a large area
was cleared and rustic seatsa nd tables were built so that
a very attractive and wholly clear and safe bathing beach
is now available.
During the summer season fifteen twilight league ball
games were played at five o'clock and during this skating
season, five hockey games with nearby towns have been
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ed, so that Leavitt playground is used alike by young
and older youngsters.
An average attendance of 176 used the playground during
the instruction season.
The usual Playground Carnival with band concert was
well attended and patronized and the parents with their
usual cooperation took charge of the booths.
During the Fall a building 30 ft x 60 ft to be known
a:. Leavitt Playhouse was erected. A beautiful fireplace of
red and gray brick occupies the center of one side while
opposite it is a double French door opening on to an outside
covered platform which has been designed for use as a
stage. Footlight and overhead lighting has been arranged on
this so that it can be used for band concerts or outdoor
I
ageants as desired. The lighting fixtures throughout are
of Gothic design and harmonize especially with rough finsh
and the hardwood floor.
Perhaps fhe gradng ot the lot has improved the Play-
ind as much as anything and if the children's gardens
which are planned materialize we are sure that what has
plways been but a sand heap and rock pill will blossom
with roses.
The South End Playground under the leadership of Miss
Helen Ford bad a very successful season, the attendance
was good and her efforts were well supported by the parents
<>t the children.
Wo again call your attention to the need of of a suitable




The appropriation of $850.00 which was made for the
rs to the Grandstand was turned over to the Park
( ommission to carry on the work. There is a balance of
18 unexpended.
You will note an overdrafl of $85.65 in the appropriation
for the playgrounds, we account for tins as follows:
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In making the repairs, as authorized, to the Grandstand
it was necessary to remove the locker room and construct a
new one and it was at times difficult to divide the repairs
between the Grandstand and the Playground.
When the repairs had been completed as authorized by
the Mayor and your Committee, it left the west side and
north end of the Grandstand without paint and the Com-
mission were authorized to complete the job at a cost of
$68.00. Owing to some adverse criticism in regard to,
repairing the Grandstand and the difficulty in dividing the
expense as before mentioned we thought better to have an
overdraft in our appropriation than to bring the matter
again before you.
In other words instead of having an overdraft in our
accounts we have a credit $6.43 as shown above.
We also call your attention to the fact that we turned
back into the treasury from our appropriations for 1928 to
1931 inclusive the sum of $1,638.75 or nearly twice the cost
of all the repairs that we have made and now the Grand-
stand is better than it was originally built, as all the walk
ways are now protected from the weather and new posts
have been set on cement footings.
The Commission and Instructors wish to extend their
thanks to the Mayor and Council for their appropriation
<ind to the public for their hearty cooperation.




















Support of Poor 20,000.00
Miscellaneous 6,660.12




Cleaning Catch Basins 1.150.00
Collections, ashes, waste, dump 6,000.00
Cutting trees, grass, brush, etc. 1,000.00






( reneral repairs and maintenance 14,000.00
I Raveling roads • 6,000.00
Sprinkling and oiling 9.000.00
Equipmenl 1.000.00
66,250.00























State Road Weirs to Gilford
Moth Work












Public Wharf Ward 6
Kent Pearl Street grounds
Veterans Reunion
Payment City Hall Bonds
Payment Refunding Bonds
Payment School District Bonds
Payment Sewer and Funding Bonds
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Payment Serial Notes 1,500.00
Payment Trust Fund Notes 2.000.00
Payment Bridge and Highway Bonds 4.<hh').oo











Vehicles not including automobiles, 34 4.300.00
Portable mill 500.00
Boats and Launches, 289 140,465.00
Wood and Lumber 2,600.00
Gasoline Pumps and Tanks 20,600.00
Stock in trade 1,653,827.00
Factories, machinery, etc. 961,015.00
Stock in National Hanks, taxed at 1 per cent
by state law) 169,200.00
Mills and machinery, value exempt from city ta\ 399,382.00
$15.5(>2.S08.lX)
\ al nation of Ward 1 1,586,915.00
Valuation <>i Ward 2 2,653,390.00
\ iluation of Ward 3 2,339,720.00
\ iluation of Ward A 3.135.471.00
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Valuation of Ward 5 1 .SI 5.058.00
Valuation of Ward 6 3.463.072.00
National Bank stock at 1 per cent 169.200.00
Amouni exempt, state, and count}- tax only 399,382.00
$15,562,808.00
Taxes a>sessed, state and count only at
$5.23 per M $2,851.59
Taxes on National Bank Stock at 1 per cent
<is per state law 1,692.00
Taxes assessed, real estate and personal
property 440.830.26
Taxes assessed, 6,247 polls at $2.00 12.494.00
Taxes on $1,000.00—$29.40 $457,867.85
REPORT OF THE CITY CLERK
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
'ihe following is an account of the money that I have
received for the City for the year ending February 15th.
1933, and the sources from which the same were received.
Dog Licenses
Male dogs for portion of year 1 at $ .67 $ .67
Male dogs for portion of year 2 at 1.00 2.00
Male dogs for portion of year 4 at 1.50 6.00
Male dogs for year 5.38 at 2.00 1.076.00
Male dogs for year 1931 1 at 1.50 1.50
Female dogs for portion of year 1 at 3.00 3.00
Female dogs for portion of year 1 at 4.58 4.58
Female dogs for year 93 at 5.00 465.00
Kennels; Breeders, under Chapter 61, Laws
1 Q27, 6 licenses issued covering 31 dogs 80.00
$1,63875
Paid Treasurer as per vouchers $1,638.75
Billiard, Pool and Bowling Alley Licenses
W. V. Buckley $ 50.00
Geo. W. J. Derry 30.00
Amede Hamel 10.00
Albert Laurent 10.00
Mark B. Smith, (summer season) 4.00
Mini Zunino 100.00
$204.00
Paid Treasurer as per vouchers $204.00
Junk Dealers' Licensi s
Louis Alterman $ 10.00
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Lona P. Carroll 200.00
I .liberie S. Harriman _')0.00
$1,200.00
Paid Treasure as per vouchers SI.200.00
Other Receipt^
Regis H. Leavitt, collections $ 70.00
Leavitt Fund, receipts 151.84
Gale Park Fund 963.09
Fi re Department 43.13
Fuel Account 30.32










Report of Tax Collector
Laconia, N. H., February 15, 1933.
To the Mayor and City Council:
I hereby submit my report as Collector of Taxes from
February 15, 1932 to February 15, 1933.
1932 Tax
Amount 1932 tax committed by Assessors
126 city of laconia
1930 Tax
Amount 1930 tax uncollected February 15, 1932 $1,050.11
Amount added tax 2.00
Amount of interest collected 49.04
$1,101.15
Total amount collected $556.52




Amount 1929 uncollected February 15, 1932 $51.30
Amount 1929 uncollected February 15, 1933 $51.30
Taxes Redeemed
1926 Tax: Property Sold To City Of Laconia $ 15.70
1927 Tax : Property Sold To City Of Laconia 26.53
1 ! £8 Tax : Property Sold To City Of Laconia 77.04
1929 Tax : Property Sold To City Of Laconia 592.47
1930 Tax: Property Sold To City Of Laconia ^?7
1931 Tax : Property Sold To City Of Laconia 2,494.41
$3,929.72
Sum marv Statemen r
Total amount 1932 lax Collected, abated and
iunl allow e 1 i >,155.1 5
Total amount 1931 la\ Collected and abated 29,155.15
total amount 1930 lax Collected and abate'! 951.67*
Total amount Redeemed: Property Sold to 3,929.72
K),191.64
Resped fully submitted,
\\.\\< II I. \ E. J< >HNS< >.\.
i oih i toi of Taxes.
CITY TREASURER'S REPORT
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City of
Laconia:
I hereby submit my report





Pavement and Sidewalk 2,137.50
Citv Improvement 1,976.25
Sewer and Funding 2,440.00



















Old Age Assistance 5,844.00
Playgrounds 1,525.65
Police Department 21,946.79
Public Health Nurse 1,997.77
Pearl Street Grounds 264.60
Public Wharf 100.00
Property sold for taxes 10,262.40




Sewer Disposal Investigation 2,000.00
School Department 1932 51,898.15



























For the year ending February 15, 1933
Eeing an itemized account made up from the books of
the City Clerk of the payments made by the City Treasurer
on account of running expenses.
The arrangement of the details of expenditures which
follow is intended to give such information as is desired by
the public.
Items of payment to the same person or firm at different
times are included in the aggregate amount given, if paid
for the same objects. Efforts have been made to ascertain
and pay all approved bills to date.
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Appropriation, state tax $37,268.00
Paid Charles T. Patten, treasurer $37,268.00
State Educational Tax
Appropriation $3,400.00
Paid Charles T. Patten, treasurer, per capita tax
1932 $3,388.00
Balance to Excess and deficiency acct. 12.00
$3,400.00
County Tax
Appropriation $72,63 1 .88
Paid A. W. Dinsmoor, treasurer, county tax $72,631.88
FINANCIAL REPORT
OF THE
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
Showing in detail their receipts and expenditures
:
Appropriations $86,480.00
Balance from last year Sewer Construction Acct. 219.38
Balance from last year Swain Avenue Account 200.00
Received from
:
Leonard Adkin, sewer permit and sewer connection 12.68
Archer Iron Works, credit on piston 6.00
Lawrence Baldi. sewer permit 5.00
Belknap County, road oil applied 37.50
Town of Belmont, use roller 263.11
Adolphus A. Bisson, plumber's licenses 1.00
Boston & Main Railroad, (Laconia), plowing snow 19.27
J. Elmer Boynton, sewer permit and sewer
connection 27.20
Brown Co., rehare on chlorine 15.00
I lurry ( 'low, tile pipe 4.08
Henry Clow, labor on curb and shovels 9.99
Theodore Corbin, labor on sewer connection 6.12
( ieorge < !ote, use of pump 1.00
S J. ( lotton, telephone call .20
( '.'Hide ( Dame, plumber's licenses and labor 4.72
Ison I Hone, telephone call .65
A. J. I >utile, use of pump 2.00
Peter Dutile, sewer permit and sewer connection 23.06
Aimee Durette, sewer permit and sewer connection 2X.77
1 -''"n Foster, labor on guard rail 4.51
Edith A. French, labor 8.31
Town of < ill ford, fuse .84
Philip < roupil, dynamite .70
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E. J. Groh, sewer permit 5.00
H. D. Hawver, sewer permit 5.00
Charles B. Hoyt, sewer permit and sewer connection 18.62
Oscar L. Hoyt, labor 2.40
Dana W. Hunkins, plumber's license .50
Franklin A. James, sewer permit 5.00
Jenney Mfg. Co., labor .80
Albert LaBranche, plumber's license .50
Leon LaBranche. plumber's license .50
Laconia Industrial Development Co., binder 62.92
Laconia Water Co., patching 538.57
Raymond Landry, plumber's license and examination 1.50
Mrs. Everett P. Marden, labor on drain 4.10
Mclntyre & Wagner, sewer permit and sewer
connection 17.06
Town of Meredith, road oil applied 68.85
M. E. Camp Meeting Assoc, (Gilford Bldg.)
sewer permit 5.00
M. E. Camp Meeting Assoc, (Lisbon Bldg.)
sewer permit 5.00
M. E. Camp Meeting Assoc, (Penacook Bldg.)
sewer permit and connection 15.09
John B. Insurance Agency, rebate 4.34
Joseph J. Morin, plumbers licenses, labor and
materials 69.15
Ii. E. Morrison, sewer permit 5.00
Hugh Nawn, Inc., patching 22.67
N. H. State Highway Dept.. (TLM & SAM)
labor and materials 5,919.09
N. H. State Highway Dept., (Zebley Road),
labor and materials 20,778.01
N. H. State Highway Dept., (TLC), pipe 76.77
N. H. State Highway Dept., (Meredith Center
Road) labor and materials 16,673.69
N. H. Veterans Association, labor on drain 38.80
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Stewart G. Xoyes, plumber's license .50
Richard Pitman, sewer permit 5.00
\\. \V. Post, blueprints 1.00
Fred Provencal, use of pump 1.00
Public Service Co., of N. H., patching 9.47
Timothy P. Reidy, plumber's licenses 1.00
\. W. Russell Est., sewer permit and connection 13.32
Isaac Sakansky, scrap iron 1.50
Arthur W. Spring, old sink 1.00
Irwin L. Taylor, plumber's licenses 1.00
United Baptist Church, sewer permit and connection 12.68
George Valliere, plumber's license .50
Joseph H. Valliere, plumber's licenses and pipe 4.04
Max Wakeman, labor on sewer connection 9.53
B. G. Walker, plumber's licenses 1.00
Thomas Walsh, plumber's license .50
O. B. Weeks, old casting .50
Dr. Maurice G. Wiley, sewer permit 5.00
$131,793.56
Paid as Follows
Abbott-Downing Co., truck parts $ 98.41
Aberthaw Co., paving breaker parts 10.43
Acm< Road Machinery Co., roller parts, shovels,
torches 42.31
Archer Iron Works, mixer parts 10.21
Army & Navy Store, rubber boots 37.60
'ib< Barrett Co., tarvia "B" 445.20
Frank P.can, sawdust 5.00
Berger Metal Culvert Co., culvert 80.85
F. G Pick lord, gasoline 2.08
Bisson's Garage, garage labor and gasoline 17.23
i & Mii/./cv. garage labor and gasoline 13.25
G. J, Blais, keys 1.05
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Harry Bloomfield, kerosene, salt 13.03
Blue Sign Garage, gasoline, oil 101.63
The Bond Co., shovels, bars, plow blades 68.51
J. H. Booth & Son, gasoline 15.21
Boston & Maine Railroad (Boston), ties, warning
sign 13.48
Boston & Maine Railroad (Laconia), freight 1,291.21
The Boulia-Gorrell Lumber Co., lumber 219.53
Brown Co., chlorine 59.92
C. E. Brown, gravel 8.50
The Buffalo-Springfield Roller Co., roller parts 10.56
Burroughs Adding Machine Co., service maintenance 6.29
C. E. Buzzell, concrete pipe 114.64
Howard W. Byse, insurance 386.89
The Philip Carey Co., manhole cushions 6.38
Chase & Dearborn, battery and rental 12.10
Thomas P. Cheney, labor on sewer 2.56
Claremont Tractor Repair Co., sharpening grousers 48.75
F. W. Clay, part for boiler 6.00
Cook's Lumber Co., bricks, cement, lumber 235.60
E. G. Copp, blacksmith work 14.30{
C. C. Dame, labor,, soil pipe 31.74
Erlon Dame, pine wood 16.00
Davis & Caverly, garage labor and parts 112.50
Clara W. Dearborn, rental of siding 40.00
Fred B. Dearborn, labor 2.95
John R. Dearborn, sand spreader parts 5.18
Depot Square Auto Supply Co., oil, alcohol, grease,
gasoline 331.08
The Diamond Match Co., lumber, posts 182.20
Peter Dutile, cement, coal, oil 508.36
Dyar Sales & Machinery Co., plow parts 55.90
Eastern Clay Goods Co., pipe 86.98
Engineering News-Record, magazine subscription 5.00
W. L. Floyd, dump rental 25.00
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ter's ( rrocery, oil
Chas. A. French, salary and cash paid out 3,787.34
Hie Fuller Brush Co., street brooms 32.40
Hie General Crushed Stone Co., stone 4'> ( >.15
E. S. Goldsmith, gasoline 1.93
A. L. Goodwin, kerosene .70
Chas. J. Goss, grain 104.»dv
Gra lite State Garage Inc.. tires 90.10
John M. Guay Hdwe. Co., hardware- 119.76
John M. Guay & Son. labor, glass 1.56
Hardsocg Wonder Drill Co., paving breaker parts 2.00
Benard Hardy, blacksmith work 15.25
Head Brick Co., Inc., brick 432.00
A. W. Head, hay 243.45
George A. Head, lamp cord 1.50
E. I'. Hodgdon, medical services 2.00
John F. Hopkins, blacksmith work 43.00
Israel Home, filing saw .50
\\ . I). Huse & Sons, machine work J.tv.X.^
Independent Coal l'ar Co., taric and cold patch (45.53
J. \\ . Jacques, glass and labor 24. (>7
Harry James, gravel t).25
Jenney Mfg. Co., gasoline, oil 1,113.79*
J. C. Jenot. labor 32.00
A., i I. Join--, sawdusi 2.50
David Joyal, brick 7. (Hi
A. W. Kidder, blacksmith work 15.10
Oscar Kinch. labor on sewer pump 50.00
Kittredge Bridge Co., drag blades 30.00
Lacey's dire Service, tires 131.67
Laconia Fire Department, rental of hose 325.00
Laconia Press Association, printing 40.75
I aconia Water ( <>.. water, use of compressor 560.45
Isaac Leclair, brick 25.00
George Leighton, rental of pasture 20.00
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Enu.-t J. Levasseur, wood 40.50
R. H. Llewellyn, binders .90
Lord & Reed, blasting caps 28.50'
Lougee-Robinson Co., labor, basket 45.60
Maber's Bookstore, office supplies 27.48
McDuff Machine Co., Inc., labor 202.47
The McGloughlin Iron & Brass Foundary, castings 643.40
The Melcher & Prescott Agency, insurance 249.22
John B. Mercier, gasoline 1.05
Mexican Petroleum Corporation, grease, oil 63.05
F. A. Mitchell, gasoline 6.20
Dr. R. F. Moore, medical services 54.25
John B. Morin Agency, Inc., insurance 64.00
Joseph J. Morin, pipe 66.23
Leon Morin, use and care of dump 766.00
J. H. Morrill, grain, hay 591.01
E H. Moulton, harness repairs 37.75
Mt. Belknap Garage, gasoline 26.97
Mu/.zey & Hopkins, hardware 148.27
Xew England Metal Culvert Co., culvert 93.30
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., telephone service 178.01
Dr. A. Normandin. medical services 20.00
Dennis O'Shea, rubber suit, gauze 4.50
W. H. L. Page Etetate, labor and truck parts 419.83'
Palmer Clay Products Co., pipe 98.62
C. II. Perkins, hay 95.80
P. I. Perkins Co., tractor parts 126.5$
L. M. Pike & Son, concreting 3,174.05
J. F. Pitman & Co., hardware 154.54
Portland Stone Ware Co., pipe 1,164.25
Frank Potter, gravel 858.40.
Carolyn Prescott, gravel 2.85
Henry Provencial, gasoline 1.89
Public Service Co. of N. H. light and power 135.79
G. A. Quimby, supplies 8.00
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A. T. Quinby & Son, hardware 47.36
Rival Co., office supplies 1.97
J. L. Roberts, coal 165.25
W. T. Robertson, wood working 146.58
Wesley D. Sanborn, sockets and bulbs. 11.32
Sane] Auto Co., gear housing 18.00
Schramm Inc., compressor parts 34.70
Scott & Williams, Inc., blue printing and welding 41.02
C. T. Sheehan, brick 5.00
Shell Eastern Petroleum Products Co., gasoline 12.24
Sinclair Refining Co., gasoline 1,380.65
Smith's Lumber Yard, lumber, shavings 56.71
H. E. Smith, freight .35
Solvay Sales Corp., calcium chloride 29.40
Standard Oil Co., asphalt, cold patch 8,054. 01
State Highway Garage, drag blades 8.10
State Treasurer, stone, balance due on Legislative
Special 594.99
Story's Drug Store, salt petre 3.00
C. II. Swain, hay 57.10
.\iiss J. A. Swain, gravel 10.85
W. B. Swain, hay 41.48
G. W. Tarlson, gasoline, cement, oil 68.56
Tavern Garage Inc., garage work 2,532.30
0. W. Taylor, horse shoes 3.15
Texaco Service Station, gasoline 1.05
Thompson & Hoague Co., blacksmith supplies 40.93
Leon Tilton, gravel 35.25
1. W. Trojano, gravel 825.60*
Joseph H. Valliere, plumbing and supplies 20.37
John B. Varick Co., wire, steel 60.08
Waldo Bros. Co., shovels, picks, hose 225.^>
B. ( i. Walker, steam gauge 1.50
Wallace & Tiernan Co., Inc., repairing chlorinator L05.59
L. 1'. Warren, chains, coil points 10.44
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Weeks & Smith, dynamite, exploders 298.37
"Western Union, telegrams 1.28
A. L. Whitten, gasoline, kerosene 7.50
F. S. Willey Co., Inc., trucking 2.30
Payrolls 91,044.83
Unexpended Balance Sewer Construction Account 144.90





Board of Public Works.
]-!(> CITY OF LACONIA
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Appropriation $21 '.< x >0.00
Received for materials and attending out of town
fires 713.83
Excess anil deficiency to balance 3,722.72
$24,43<
Paid as Follows
American Pertroleum Corporation, gasolene $ 36.04
Geo. M. Aklrich, iron racks for hose 1.00
H. L. Allard. labor 6.00
i'.lr.e Sign Garage, supplies 48.40
A. J. Blunden, labor and supplies 14.00
J Inward W. Byse, premium on insurance 13.50
Central Garage, supplies .80
Chase & Dearborn, repairs 43.20
The Lawrence Kaldi Co.. supplies 8.70
A. H. Blanchard Co.. repairs and supplies 74.23
Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co., supplies "S0.00
The Boulia Gorrell Lumber Co.. labor and material 1 19.35
< arpenter Mfg. Co., supplies 11.05
J. H. Chase Co., labor and material 7.70
F. W. Clay & Co.. supplies 8.25
Depot Sq., Auto Supply Co., labor and material 38.01
The Gamewell Co.. fire alarm boxes and supplies 1,913.33
John M. Guay lldw. Co., supplies 2.65
Jenney Mfg. Co., gasoline 285.43'
Laconia Malleable Iron Co., oil .50
Laconia Auto Wrecking Co., supplies 4.50
i aconia I !ar ( !o., hose X7.^>
Laconia Service Station Co. Inc., gasoline (^.^.^
laconia Water Co., service 47. lo
Lougee-Robinson Co., supplies 1.00
S. I). McGloughlin Co., fuel 140.20
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New England Tel. & Tel. Co., service 142.94
Palmer-Simpson Co., supplies 34.79
J. P. Pitman & Co., supplies 15.09)
Public Service Co. of N. H., service 380.24
Public Service Co., of N. H., labor and material 46.13
Sinclair Refining Co., gasoline 46.00
Swift & Co., supplies 2.40
Taunton Electrical Chemical Co., supplies 3.90
The Texas Co., gasoline 10.70
F. S. Willey Co., trucking .40
Wilson Chemical Co.. supplies 2.68
Winnipesaukee Water Co., service 12.00
Charles Colin, labor 19.20
Elmer Cutting. 1.00
Mrs. Elmer Cutting, laundrywork 165.00
Linwood Cutting, labor 5.00
Peter Dutile, fuel 230.93
Elbridge-Copp Jobbing & Repair Shop, repairs .60
Chas. Fifield, labor 2.60
Foster's Grocery, supplies 3.00
Fuel Account, wood 12.00
Quay & Tardif, labor 21.60
Harold A. Hill, labor 6.00
Ernest Hudson, labor 2.60
John King, paid fire alarm boxes 15.00
Lacey's Tire Service, repairs and material 40.16
I.aconia Auto Body & Radiator Works, repairs and
material 2.95
Nester Leblanc. labor 5.60
Edward L. Lydiard, printing 7.50
Emerson McKenney, supplies 4.00
The Melcher & Prescott Agency, premium on
Insurance 23.30
Louis Messier, electrical supplies 12.80
Ara P. Millette, supplies 1.00
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Frank Monahan, labor 14.00
Mt. Belknap Garage, labor and material 4.00
Munsey & Brazil, premium on insurance 10.80
Muzzey & Hopkins, supplies 10.17
F. E. Newell, supplies 2.25
Leon A. Perkins, fuel 12.00
A. T. Quimby & Son, supplies 3.52
Quimby Drug Store, supplies .60
J. L. Roberts, fuel 411.63
Geo. C. Sanborn, supplies .60
Wesley D. Sanborn, supplies 5.35
E. C. Sargent, Clerk for Inspection lOO.OOf
Milo Saunders, labor 16.40
Ed Shaw, labor and material 122.18
G. W. Tarlson, supplies 47.67
Tavern Garage, supplies 35.00
Harold Tefft, labor trucking 2.50
Pay Roll, labor watching 16.00
Joseph II. Vallier, labor and material 2.25
B. G. Walker, labor .45
L. B. Warren, supplies 43.52
Alfred II. White, labor and material 23.52
( hief Engineer and Drivers Pay Rolls 11,958.00
Assistant Engineers Pay Rolls 700.00
Hook & Ladder Co. 1. Pay Roll 1,265.00
Hook & Ladder Co. 2, Pay Roll 1,265.00
Hose Co. P Pay Roll 350.00
Engine I o. No. 1, Pay Roll 1,515.00





Excess and deficiency to balance 187.11
$1,937.11
Paid as Follows
A. & P. Store, supplies for quarantine patient $24.47
Cherry Burrell Corporation, supplies 7.89
Kimble Glass Co., supplies 5.09
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., service 8.37
W. G. Cram, fuel for quarantine patient 24.77
J. E. Evans, burying dead animals 53.00
M. L. Flanders, supplies for quarantine patient 22.69
Foster's Grocery, supplies for quarantine patient 166.27
Foster's Grocery, supplies for quarantine patient 26.50
Dr. E. J. Gage, assisting at vaccination clinic 5.00
J. W. Haddock, fuel for quarantine patient 52.00
Stanley Hunt, milk inspection 25.00
Laconia Press Assoc, printing 3.75
Lucian Paquette, supplies for quarantine patient 21.11
Dr. J. R. Perley, cash paid out 56.36
Quimby Drug Store, supplies 19.89
Elliott Robinson, assisting on milk inspection 10.00
Smith's Lumber Yard, lumber 1.40
Forrest Smith, cash paid out 34.34
Story Drug Store, supplies 8.69
Burt Wadleigh, aid to quarantine patient 30.00
B. G. Walker, supplies 5.52
Forrest Smith, service as milk inspector 575.00
Dr. J. R. Perley, service as member of Board of
Health 500.00




W. E. Floyd, service as member of Board of Health 50.00
$1,937.11




J. P. Pitman & Co., supplies 11.23
Public Service Co., of N. H.. service 146.71
Public Service Co. of X. H., supplies 3.77
Sanitary Dry Cleaning Co., supplies 1.25
F. S. Willey Co. Inc.. trucking .60'
Wilson Chemical Co., supplies 10.00
Fuel Account, fuel 12.00
M. E. Johnson, supplies 1.35
lhe Melcher & Prescott Agency, premium on
insurance 112.50
John B. Morin Agency, premium on insurance 18.73
Joseph J. Morin, labor 29.70
O'Shea's, supplies .50
A. T. Ouimby & Son. supplies 2.16
Geo. B. Rollins, labor 21.79
H. C. Sanborn, supplies 1.10
Janitor's Pay Roll 925.00
Janitor's Pay Roll 100.00





Automotive Service Bureau, printed lists $37.74
Beach & Belledue Inc., supplies 2.58j
Carl Blaisdell, labor on Parade Cemetery 10.00
Eoston & Maine R. R., rent of land 1.00
Wilfred Bouley, labor cutting trees 1.40
Howard \Y. Byse, premium on insurance 5.00
Charles K. Carroll, expense to Concord, on Weirs
Bridge 6.00
The Cragg Bindery, inventory books 189.96
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E. G. Baker & Co., printing envelopes 8.50
The Birmingham Pen Co., pens 3.10
Burroughs Adding Machine Co., repairs 10.00
Depot Sq. Auto Supply Co., gasolene 72.79
Diamond Union Stamp Co., supplies 7.40
Edson C. Eastman Co., supplies 1 1 .70
The J. C. Hall Co., supplies 14.00
C. Howard Hunt Pen C, pens 3.00
Laconia Malleable Iron Co., ballot box 3.25
Laconia Water Co., service 246.01
Laconia Window Cleaning Co., labor 2.50
Lougee-Robinson Co., supplies 26.17
Neal Printing & Binding Co., record bock 25.00
Mew England Tel. & Tel. Co., service 124.89
N. H. Supply Co., record books 16.85
Palmer Simpson Co., supplies 1.20
J. P. Pitman & Co., supplies i .18
Public Service Co. of N. H., service 126.60
Public Service Co. of N. H., supplies 28.78
Tetley Box Co., printing 13.65
The Todd Sales Co., supplies 35.50
Wilson Chemical Co., supplies 10.00
N. B. Collins, meals for ward officers 16.95
The Cragg Bindery, binding books 5.50'
Elmer E. Cummings, labor 1.40
Amos J. Dinsmoor, postal supplies 493. <>_'
Lillian 1'. Edwards, supplies 1 .35
J aul Eisenhndt, supplies 3.00
Earl Flanders, rash paid out 47.85
t Diner, meals for ward officers 137.50
I lenr> I .rant, labor 3.00
rles W. Haley, premium on insurance 72.50
A. 11. Harriman, rent of hall Eor clinics 100.00
The Hartford Stamp Works, Inc.. rubber stamp 1.38
Geo. VI lead, supplies 3.1 5
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Burt Hunt, rent of Armory 55.00
Arthur A. Jewett, fuel 3.50
Rev. E. Jerome Johanson, refund on taxes 6.00
Martha E. Johnson, expenses to tax meeting 10.78
Chas. L. Kimball, expenses to assessor's meeting 8.13
Laconia Evening Citizen, notices 81.09
I aconia National Bank, rent of deposit box 63.00
Laconia Press Assoc, printing city report, notices
and tax bills 999.29
Lakeport W. C. T. U., meals for ward officers 33.50
Carl Larson, supplies 9.06'
Edward L. Lydiard, printing letterheads 35.50
Maher's Book store, supplies 60.60
W. J. McDuff, repairing town clock 11.50
F. A. Monsell, supplies 1.50
Melcher & Prescott, Agency, premium on insurance 332.50
Ara P. Millette, supplies 1.50
John B. Morin Agency, premium on insurance 62.50
Joseph J. Morin, repairs and material 1.20
Munsey & Brazil, premium on insurance 4.50
Muzzey & Hopkins, supplies .30
National Shawmut Bank of Boston, certifying notes 75.00
Clarence Neal, labor 1.40
Nelson's Studio, frame and group portrait 29.00
The News & Critic, printing 421.16
Dennis O'Shea, supplies .60
Wilfred Paquette, assisting assessors 36.00
Est. of Benjamin Piscopo, rent of store for voting 100.00
Plum's Restaurant, Meals for ward officers 17.0(3
Public National Bank, refund on tax 1.00
Edward Quimby, repairing typewriter 15.75
Dr. J. G. Quimby, use of car 49.34
Geo. A. Quimby, supplies 1.20
Dr. R. F. Rand, rebate on tax 4.32
A. C. S. Randlett, expenses attending tax meeting 10.63
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Rennie & Kassner, repairing clock 1.50
J. L. Roberts, fuel 7.50
D. M. Rowe, rent of old armory for voting 70.|00j
A. W. Rovvell, dues 4.00
Elizabeth H. Sanborn, making list of transfers 41.08
J. B. Sanborn, labor 27.90
Wesley D. Sanborn, labor and supplies 5.90
Bernice M. Seaverns, assisting assessors 24.00
R. F. Shelley, supplies 2.20
Oscar St. Jacques, meals for ward officers 36.80
Town of Gilford, tax on Philbrook lot 19.60
Dominick Trojano, damage 50.00
B. G. Walker, supplies .35
Win. Warren, bandstand storage and labor 17.85
Week Bros., printing checklist 100.00
The Webster Print, printing cards 37.75
Harold E. W'escott, expense 6.48
Winnipesaukee Tea Room, dinners for ward officers 12.00
Fred A. Young, assisting Assessors 36.00




E. K. Caswell .50
Edwin R. Caveney, Justice of the Peace .25
Rev. Arthur L. Churchill. .25
James T. Crowley .50
Joseph Dube 1.00
Arthur Dufour .25
Napoleon J. Dyer, Justice of the Peace .25
Rev. ( ,eo. \\'. Farmer .25
Frederick W. Fitzpatric .25
Earl Flanders, Justice of the Peace .50(
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Leon M. Orton -25
J. R. Perley
14.25
J. G. Quimby -75
K. W. Robinson 9.75
Chester L. Smart 18.75
Raymond Turley .50
M. G. Wiley -75




Excess and deficiency acct. to balance 4,446.89
$21,946.89
Paid as Follows
Henry Allard, police service at Weirs $20.00
G. J. Blais, repairs 1.00
'A N. Charles, labor
17.85J
The Lawrence Baldi Co., supplies 5.90
Depot Sq. Auto Supply Co., gasolene and oil 3.55
John M. Guay Hdw. Co., supplies .69
Laconia Tire Co,, repairs 46.55
Lougee-Robinson Co., repairs 4.10
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., service 559.30
J. P. Pitman & Co., supplies 6.50
Public Service Co. of N. H. police & traffic signals 160.95
Public Service Co. of N. H., lights 18.64
Freeman Corno, transportation 1.50
Hie I !ragg Bindery, binding hook 2.65
John M. Guay & Son, painting signs 39.43
I X I larvcll, cash paid out 10.63
i leo V 1 lead, supplies 1.30
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Park R. Hoyt, M. D.. medical attendance 5.00
W. D. Huse & Sons. labor 2.09
Laconia Fire Dept.. part time officer and heating
lockup and supplies 154.00
Laconia Press Ass'n., printing 8.75
M. Linsky & Bros, supplies 29.75
Maher's Book Store, supplies 244.20
Mittag & Volger, supplies 1.00
The News & Critic, printing 14.49
O'Neill's Lunch, meals for prisoners 24.15
A. T. Ouimby & Son, supplies 59.10
Wesley D. Sanborn, supplies 14.60
The Surgical Dressing Inc., medical supplies 2.60
G. W. Tarlson, supplies 6.05
"J'rvern Garage, transportation 28.25





Received from Belknap Co. 441.00







Ciara Cameron, substituting for Miss Leavitt $76.72
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Regis H. Leavitt. service as Public Health Nurse 1,921.05
Balance to excess and deficiency acct. 2.23
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Walter L. Huse, member of Board of Public Works 91.67
Harry L. Smith, member of Board of Public Works
1 year 100.00
( 'scar L. Hoyt, member of Board of Public Works 8.33
Pay Roll, selectmen 1 58.00
Pay Rolls, supervisors 892.00
Ray Rolls, inspectors 288.00
Pay Roll, moderators 120.00




Balance unexpended Feb. 15, 1932 $40,914.90
Appropriation for repairs (1931) 5,739.12
Received, tuitions and materials 4,526.55
Excess and Deficiency acct. to balance 717.58
$51,898.15
Paid as Follows
Allyn & Bacon, books $3.48
G. J. Blais, repairs *8.55
W. D. Brown, transportation 500.00
L. M. Caverly, supplies 14.85
Chamber of Commerce of the U. S., magazines 3.0G
Civic Education Service 14.00
Amalgamet Paper Co. Inc., supplies 15.00
American Book Co., books 60.22
American Type Founders, Co., supplies 5.01
Edward E. Babb & Co., books 28.61
The Lawrence Baldi Co., supplies 4.001
C. C. Birchard & Co., music books 12.10
The Bobbs-Merrill Co., l>ooks 14.44
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Boston Music Co.. music 2'>.?>V
Boulia Gorrell Lbr. Co., lumber 167.24
Milton Bradley Co., supplies 3.53
ftostitch Sales Co., staples 6.00i
The Bruce Pub. Co., books 5.19
Carter, Rice & Co., M. A. Supplies 45.41
The Century Co., books 2.90
[•'. W. Clay & Co., repairs 3.00
Cooks Lumber Co., supplies 2.77
Denoyer-Geppert Co., supplies 2.32
Diamond Match Co., supplies
1 )river-Harris Co., supplies 5.00
Educational Supply Co., supplies 1.00
The F. W. Faxon Co., supplies 1.25
1 he Gregg Pub. Co., books 10.71
John M. Guay, Hdw. Co.. supplies 50.1$
J. L. Hammett Co., supplies 97.94
1 [arcourt Brace & Co., books 4.81
I). C. Heath & Co.. books 184.37
Longmans, Green & Co., books 3.71
LougeenRobinson Co., repairs 2.25
The MacMillan Co., books 18.88
'I he Matheson Co., supplies 1.50
McDuff Machine Co.. repairs 12.85
McGloughlin I. & B. Fdy. Co., supplies 15.1GJ
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 126.601
Norton Co., supplies 1.97
|.ll. Osgood Co., supplies 3.69
Page Belting Co., repairs and supplies 31.79
\. N. Palmer Co., supplies 5.68
rainier Simpson Co., supplies 8.78
I. P. Pitman & Co., repairs S.72
Public School Pub. Co., books 45.70
Public Service Co., of X. II.. lights 560.77
Public Service Co. of X II.. supplies 18.18
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Quality Saw Co., supplies
Rand McNally Co.. books
J. F. Ryan & Co.. supplies
The Standard Elec. Time Co., repairs
Clayton F. Summy Co., books
University Supply & Book Co., book's
West Disinfecting Co., supplies
F. S. Willey Co.. trucking
John C. Winston Co.. books
F. W. Woolworth Co., books
World Book Co., books
Peter Dutile, fuel
A. H. Ericsson, supplies
Educational Music Bureau, music
Carl Fischer Inc., music
Wilbur D. Gilpatric, supplies
John S. Gilman, supplies
George A. Head, supplies
Perry E. Hunt, equipment
Lake City Laundry, supplies
Laconia Hospital, service
Laconia Music Store, supplies
Laconia St. Ry., transportation
Lakeport Sub. Agency, magazines
Lyons & Carnahan, books
Maher's Book Store, supplies
Haven Marston, transportation
L. D. McMurphy, supplies
Joseph J. Morin, repairs
Paul E. Morin. supplies
F. W. Muzzey, repairs
Muzzey &. Hopkins, repairs and supplies
Eva M. Nelson, gasolene and garage rent
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The Papercrafters Inc.. supplies 2?. ( >7
Remington Rand Inc., supplies 2.20
J. L. Roberts, fuel 21.75
loan & Buker Inc., supplies 19.6$
J. P. Sanders & Son, supplies 11.04
John St. Clair, repairs 8.00
Wetmore Savage, supplies 1.70
Scott & Williams Inc., supplies .31
(
'•. Shirmer, music 6.02
Daniel Starch, supplies 1.62
Story Drug Store, supplies 18.46
Marc Stiouphile, repairs 3.00
G. \V. Tarlson, repairs .95
Geo. Taylor, supplies 4.21
Kdgar Thompson, magazines 95.55
Geo. E. Thyng, cash paid out t>\.7:
The University of Chicago Press, books 11.03







Received, tuitions and materials 3,094.53
Received, dog license 1932 1.471 . 1 •
$104,565.67
Paid as Pou <>w s
Allyn & Bacon, hooks $70.7'
»
American Technical Soc. 3.98
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F. J. Barnard, books 2.68
G. J. Blais, repairs 14.00
W. D. Brown, transportation 25.00
Howard W. Byse, insurance 80.40
L. M. Caverly, supplies 5.70
N. H. Carrigan, repairs 3.00
Civic Education Service 176.25
Clow, The Florist, supplies 22.65
American Book Co., books 155.37
American Type Founders Co., supplies 15.18
D. Appleton & Co.. books 30.76
Edward E. Babb & Co., books 175.35
Baker & Taylor Co., books 3.32
I\ J. Barnard & Co., books 122.85
Beacon Wiper Supply Co., supplies 24.75
Beckley-Cardy Co., supplies 23.87
Arthur H. Blanchard Co., supplies 45.00
Bostitch Sales Co., supplies 10.00
Boston Music Co., music 34.82
Boulia-Gorrell Lbr. Co., repairs and supplies 104.4!
Milton Bradley Co., supplies 164.88
Brodhead Garnet Co., supplies 7.4 ( )
Brown & Sharp Mfg. Co., supplies 6.04
Butts & Ordway Co., supplies 17.08
Carter, Rice & Co., supplies 40.00
Chandler & Farquhar Co., supplies 5.06
Benjamin Chase Co., books 2.36
Pelisle Taxi &Baggage Co., trucking 31.25
C. B. Dolge Co.. supplies 11.52
Dodge-Haley Co., supplies .68
Diamond Match Co., repairs 7.10
Dowling School Sup. Co., supplies 87.60
Draj>er Maynard Co., supplies 3.80
General Electric Co.. repairs .42
Gifford Supply Co., supplies 24.75
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Ginn & Co., books 78.23
1 he Gregg Pub. Co., books 19.80
John M. Guay Hdw. Co., supplies 70.17
|. L. Hammett Co., supplies 416.60
Harcourt Brace & Co., books 20.87
\>. C. Heath & Co., books 158.49
Eiisey-Wolf Machine Co., repairs 14.65
Henry Holt & Co., books 19.18
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co., equipment 4.00
Houghton Mifflin Co., books 4.62
Geo. T. Johnson Co., supplies 39.00
Laconia Water Co., service 406.87
Linde Air Products Co., supplies 10.11
Longmans' Green & Co., books 17.1.^
Oscar A. Lougee, supplies 15.90
Lougee-iRobinson Co., supplies 184.82
The Macmillan Co., books 26.11
Nlasury Young Co., supplies 33.78
i he Matheson Co., supplies 2.75
S. A. Maxwell Co., Inc., supplies 42.05
McGloughlin I. & B. Fdy. Co., supplies 954.07
II. A. Morrissey & Co., supplies 14.50
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 147.99
Norton Go., supplies 1.25
< irienl Spray Co., supplies 101. "()
J H . ( )sgood, supplies 2.1.>
1
I . ford Book Co., supplies 60.10
Page Belting Co., supplies 1.05
\ X Palmer Co., supplies 5.68
Paimer Simpson Co., supplies 9.26
J P. Pitman & Co., supplies 150.64
Popular Science Pub. Co., books 10.00
Public Servii i i o ol X 11.. service 623.79
vice Co. of X. 11.. supplies 5*' ,J 1
Saw I o., supplies 10 24
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Rand McNally Co., books 4.13
Rival Co., supplies 46.07
Rochester Germicide Co., supplies 13.50
Royal Typewriter Co., equipment 160.00
Rowe-Peterson & Co., books 55.22
J. F. Ryan & Co., supplies 90.53
Benj. H. Sanborn, books 5.96
Silver.Burdett & Co., books 80.20
Spencer Co., of Boston, supplies 24.35
L. S. Starrett Co., repairs .34
Underwood Elliott Fisher Co., Equipment 160.00
West Disinfecting Co., supplies 30.95
Wells Pub. Co., books 5.00
Western States En v. Co., supplies 6.98
F. S. Willey Co., trucking "11.09.
John C. Winston Co., books 157.04
F. W. Woolworth Co., supplies 2.88
Peter Cooper, M. A. supplies 18.98
Wm. G. Cram, fuel 448.86;
N. M. Curtis, books 26.50
C. C. Dame, repairs 3.25
Joseph Dauphin, transportation 486.00
Susan P. Davis, supplies 13.50
Doyle & Smith, repairs 2.03
Feter Dutile, supplies 1.50
L. P. Edwards, supplies 15.00
A. H. Ericson, supplies 20.70
Educational Music Bureau, music 6.95
Fessender, Hall Phil supplies 3.76
Robert A. Foss, printing \<).75
Wilbur \\ . Gilpatrick, supplies 107.38
John S. Gilman, cash paid out. supplies and admin. 147.01
W. A. Gove, supplies 36.75
John M. (Juay & Sou. repairs 6.45
George A. Head, supplies 114.09
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I larrj 1 [ouston, supplies 1 1.01
Hy-Gien Laboratories, supplies 20.93
Geo. Hennessey, supplies and repairs 18.25
(
'. M . Kimball, supplies 2.00
Industrial Steel Inc., supplies 22.90
Philip H. James, supplies 27.58
Laconia Evening Citizen, transportation 6.30
Lake City Laundry, home economics 2.501
Laconia .Music Store, supplies 41.7?
Laconia St. Ry., transportation 642.75
Lakeport Subscription Agency, magazines 29.7:
W'm. Leonard, Insurance 144.00
G. A. Lavertue, janitor service 5.00
Mrs. Mertie Lougee, salary 19.00
Lussky, White & Coolidge Inc., supplies 1.77
Lyons & Carnahan, Books 56.67
Lyon Metal Products Inc., repairs and equipment 434.24
Maher's Book Store, supplies 217.65
l!aven Marston, transportation 30.00
Melcher & Prescott Agency. Insurance 744.SO
Joseph J. Morin, repairs 55.09
lohn B. Morin Agency, Insurance 96.00
I 'aul E. Morin, supplies 1 1 "'<y
Muzzey S Hopkins, supplies and repairs 192.82
I \a M. Nelson, gasolene and garage rent 65.27
Thos. Nelson & Sons, supplies 3.00
I'. I.. Normandin, salary 14.00
Reginald Olsen, repairs 153.60
Dennis O'Shea, merchandise 11.11
Chas. T. I 'alien State Treasurer, supt.'s salary 2,280.00
James A. Payson, repairs 2.00
! \. Payson, salary 18.00
Chas l\. Tease, repairing piano l.oo
J. G. Peel, supplies 2.00
Wayne M. Plummer, salan 30.1X)
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Mrs. Wesley Corliss
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A
L. M. Karnan 32.12





Max W. Melcher 3.01
John Mitchel 31.69





C. L. Vaughn , 13.01
F. White 5.96
Madison P. Wood 12.05
H. Richard, aid to
Geo. Lavigne 25.04
E. Newton 6.00
Harry Rivers, aid to
Vern Annis 20.00
J. L. Roberts, aid to
II. Daley 13.00
John Dineen 24.00
( . I'.. French 7.25
Mary 1 1 an id ! I ;"
W. E. Lampman 27'h)
Isaac Sakansky, aid to
Antonio Papienuk 30.00
II. ( '. Sanborn, aid to
Vdelan I ( iagni in 22. 7< >





('. B. Mitchell 8.97
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Frank Serra, aid to
Archino Rusillilo 44.42
Chas. Winn 64.43




















Mrs. Ida Shaw 4.30
Frank Vallier 3.1^
Smith & Evans, aid to
James Lurtie 90.00
A. W. Simoneau, aid to
Dextra Maltose 12.69
So. Main Market, aid to
Homer Hannant 5.03
C. R. Richardson 93.59
Alfred Vezina 32.30
Geo. C. Stafford, aid to
Joseph Bilodeau 4.25
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Geo. Lavigne 4.25







Mrs. Jos. Stokes 6.60
Story Drug Store, aid to
F. Beliveau 1.60
Delhert Bockus 25.65
Mrs. Eva Brown 1.25












R. J. Saunders 9.10
Joe. Stokes 8.80
S. C. Swain, aid to
Mary Hamel 30.26
Emile Rousseau 45.00
G. W. Tarlson, aid to
Floyd Dearborn 26.95
li. Save Store, aid to






Joseph Venne, aid to
Jos. Goupil 49.56
Tom Smith 81.99
Win. Warren, labor on wood 5.79
Wein & Rosen, clothing 4.38
Wein & Rosen, aid to
Mrs. Edward Buote 13.69
Mrs. Sadie P. West, aid to
Etta Hackett 10.00
L. H. Wilkinson, aid to
Albert M. Waite 73.00
A. C. S. Randlett, service as Overseer of Poor 450.0(3
AID FURNISHED TO SOLDIERS AND THEIR
FAMILIES
K. Alterman, aid to dependent soldiers $29.10
Frank A. Bean, aid to dependent soldiers 20,25*
H. E. Belisle, aid to dependent soldiers 8.1«
Aime Breton, aid to dependent soldiers 5.80
Adelaw Carrigan, aid to dependent soldiers 7.00
A. J. Cantin, aid to dependent soldiers 177.12
\\ illie Chabot, aid to dependent soldiers 22.80
Mrs. Edith L. Chase, aid to dependent soldiers 98.00'
H. Clevenson, aid to dependent soldiers 5.94
Gold Medal Baking Co., aid to dependent soldier 11.41
Laconia Market Co., aid to dependent soldiers 208.93
Lakeport Beef Co.. aid to dependent soldier 30.69
Oscar A. Lougee Co., aid to dependent soldier 3.00
S. D. McGloughlin & Co., aid to dependent soldiers 27.75
Public Service Co. of N. H.. aid to dependent soldier 3.65
Sinclair Refining Co., aid to dependent soldiers 46.7'5
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Geo. A. Collins, aid to dependent soldier 32.00
Frank Conant, aid to dependent soldier 15.00
James Conway, aid to dependent soldier 2.00
Mr-. F. E. Dame, aid to dependent soldier 68.14
Eugene F. Dean, aid to de]>endent soldier 12.00
II. H. Downing, aid to dependent soldier 18.97
V. F. Drain, aid to dependent soldiers 15.12
Wilfred Dumais, aid to dependent soldiers 139.16
Dutile & Doucett, aid to de]>endent soldiers 16.00
I'eter Dutile, aid to dependent soldier 12.00
First Nat'l. Stores, aid to dependent soldiers 10.01
M. L. Flanders, aid to dependent soldiers 41.78
Foster's Grocery, aid to dependent soldiers 113.91
Fuel Acct., aid to dependent soldiers 511.50
E. G. Garland, aid to dependent soldiers 35.00
John J. Gigas, aid to dependent soldier 23.99
Golden Rule Farm, aid to dependent soldier 51.40
Goodnow-Hunt-Pearson, aid to dependent soldier 4.06
Bamel's Market, aid to dependent soldiers 585.01
Thos. C. Hill, aid to dependent soldier 345.00
O. L. Hoyt, aid to dependent soldiers 18.00
( 'live S. Hutton, aid to dependent soldiers 10.00
Jack's Diner, aid to dependent soldier 57 75
I LaFrance, aid to dependent soldier 7.00
Laconia Creamery, aid to dependent soldier .98
M. X. Laudau, aid to dependent soldiers 11.41
ene Lacasse, aid to dependent soldier 10.00
Louie's Market, aid to dependent soldiers 77.7^
M. E. Lydiard, aid to dependent soldiers 229.90
J W. McCartney, aid to dependent soldier 188.62
Paul E. Morin, aid to dependent soldier 71.70
Dennis < >';S'hea, aid to dependent soldier 2.00
Quimby I >rug Store, aid to depndent soldier 2 ;|)
Rand & Dejarborn, aid to dependent soldiers 174.90
J.
I.. Roberts, aid tO dependent 7.\ z<
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H. C. Sanborn, aid to dependent soldiers 247.63
Shortle's Shoe Store, aid to dependent soldiers 46.20
Geo. C. Stafford, aid to deficient soldier 4.25
Story Drug Store, aid to dependent soldiers 11.54
S. C. Swain, aid to dependent soldier 14.20
St. Jacques Shoe Store, aid to dependent soldier 3.60
So. Alain Market, aid to dependent soldier 21.64
G. W. Tarlson, aid to dependent soldier 65.91
Burt Wadleigh, aid to dependent soldier 10.00
A. C. Wyatt, aid to dependent soldier 40.00
Transfer to Municipal Gardens 331.70
AID FURNISHED AGED DEPENDENTS
Oscar Bean, aid to aged dependents 100.00
Horace E. Belisle, aid to aged dependents 45.50
Bclknep County Farm, aid to aged dependents 34,28
S. D. McGloughlin & Co., aid to aged dependents 80.00
Public Service Co., aid to aged dependents 3.15
First National Stores, aid to aged dependents 18.60
Fuel Account, aid to aged dependents 44.75
A. L. Goodwin, aid to aged dependents 80.32
0>car L. Hoyt, aid to aged dependents 19.50
M. E. Lydiard. aid to aged dependents 42.72
John W. McCartney, aid to aged dependent 14.80
Rand & Dearborn, aid to aged dependents 19.87
J. L. Roberts, afd to aged dependents 29.75
H. C. Sanborn, aid to aged dependents 21.95
Mrs. Linnie Sanborn, aid to aged dependents 20.00
Story Drug Store, aid to aged dependents 26.91
Balance transfer to excess and deficiency acct. 6.11
$23,022.(>3
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AUDITING CITY BOOKS
Appropriation $270.00
Excess and deficiency acct. to balance 30.00
$300.00
Paid as Follows
Charles F. Avers, auditing $300.00
DOG LICENSES
Net receipts for year 1932 $1,638.75
Paid as Follows
Harry L. Clow, damage done by dogs $30.00
M. H. Supply Co., dog tags 26.25
|. E. Evans, salary as dog officer and killing and
burying clogs 86.50
Karl Flanders, cash paid out 11.11
Robert A. Foss, dog notices 4.00
Laconia Press Assoc, notices i 75
("has. Robinson, damage done by dogs 3.00
Balance, transfer to School Dept. 1.471.14
$1,638.7:
FUEL ACCOUNT
Received for fuel delivered to poor $2,593.57
Paid as Follows
Joseph S. Aver, wood $78.00
Wilfred Bouley, hauling wood 38.00
Vdelard Carrigan, hauling wood 78.50
Chas & Dearborn, labor and supplies 8.10
< look's I .umber ( !o., labor 6.41
Depot Sq. Auto Supply Co., supplies 24.17
Laconia Auto Wrecking Co., supplies 1.50
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J. P. Pitman & Co., supplies 20.25
\\ . H. Cummings, supplies 7.3£
I'ire Dept., gasolene 64.00
Dr. E. J. Gage, medical attendance 2.00
Emile Marcotte, wood 250.00
Alex Provencal, cutting and hauling wood 766.68
Ellsworth H. Rollins, wood 162.00
Geo. B. Rollins, labor 4.68
Milo Saunders, sawing wood 71.00
Arthur Staples, labor 3.20
M. J. Sullivan, surveying wood 13.50
Taverns Garage Inc., labor and supplies 4.00
Willie Vallier. delivering wood 94.40
Frank R. Varney, rent of wood shed 18.00
Wm. Warren, delivering wood 190.25
Balance transfer to excess and deficiency acct. 687.55
$2,593.57
GALE PARK FUND
Balance unexpended Feb. 15. 1932 $561.72
Received during year 963.09
Paid as Follows
$1,524.81
Laconia Water Co., labor and service $16.82
J. P. Pitman & Co., supplies 2.52
T, J. Guay, labor and supplies 9.25
Geo. A. Head, labor and supplies 5.35
Laconia Public Library, lights 34.28
A. T. Quimby & Son, supplies 6.25
F. S. Roberts, supplies 28.50
Aicide Roy, trucking 6.50
O. W. Taylor, supplies 2.00
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I'.. G. Walker, labor 2.00
Pa> Rolls 621.60
Balance unexpended Feb. 15, 1933 789.74
$1,524. SI
GARDENS
Transferred from Support of Poor $331.70
Paid as Follows
John H. Battis, labor $16.00
helknap Co. Farmers Exchange, supplies 54.00
S. J. Clow, supplies 32
;
' ;
Boulia-Gorrell Lumber Co., supplies 1.00
A. E. Dodge, labor 52.50
Clias. Fifield, labor LOO
J. W. Haddock, labor 48.00
Aicide Landry, labor 12.33
Forrest Moody, labor 28.00
F. S. Roberts, supplies 5.70
H. C. Sanborn, supplies 20.67
Royal W. Smith, supplies 10.00




Received, material sold 2.00
Paid as Follows
\\ alter ( lotton, labor $84 00
I ook'a 1 .umber Co., lumber 242.17
Walter L. 1 hinlap, labor and material 342.00
I »cpt.. gasolene J 70
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A. T. Quimby & Son, supplies 110.35
Pay Roll 46.70





Laconia Water Co., service $3,450.00
Winnipesaukee Water Co., service 400.00




Paid N. Joy Harriman Treasurer $5,000.00
LEAVITT FUND
Balance Feb. 15, 1932 $2,077.47
Received, income during year 655.86
$2,733.33
Paid as Follows
Boulia-Gorrell Lbr. Co., supplies $1,000.00
Cook's Lumber Co., supplies 329.03
Diamond Match Co., supplies 11.20
Laconia Water Co., service 17.40
Public Service Co., lights 6.73
B. E. Dodge. labor 61.37
W. E. Dunlap, labor and material 800.00
Arthur J. Gilman, labor and material 83.00
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J. W. Haddock, labor 100.00
Geo. A. Head, labor and material 1 \O.X<>
John Jewett, labor 17.50
The Melcher & Prescott Agency, premium on
insurance 47.52
Muzzey & Hopkins, supplies 107.72
Hoyt H. Winchester, labor and material 41.00
$2,733.33
MOTH WORK
A ppropriation $71 K").(X>
Excess and Deficiency Account to balance 161.93
$861.95
Paid as Follows
John M. Guay Hdw. Co., supplies $4.93
Geo. Pelchat, labor 3.60
Pay Rolls 853.40
$861.93
MOTOR VEHICLE TAX, 1932
1 ..dance unexpended Feb. 15, 1932 $8,163.76
Received permit fees during year 5.401.77
Excess and deficiency to balance 2,941.79
$16,507.32
Paid as Follows
Harold W. Lowe, refund $3.29
Clarence H. Sanborn, refund 1 04
Verba M. Simpson, refund 2.99
Revenue account, estimated receipts 16,500.00
$16,507.32
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MOTOR VEHICLE TAX, 1933
Received for permits $6,780.97
Paid Helen Grant Daly, refund $5.18
Paid Lucile Pierson, refund 4.41
Balance unexpended Feb. 15, 1933 6,771.38
$6,780.97
MUNICIPAL COURT
Net amount received from fines and cost $4,149.81
Excess and deficiency acct. to balance 116.25
$4,266.06
Paid as Follows
Laconia Press Assn., printing $35.22
Mahers Bookstore, supplies 7.50
Earl Flanders, service one year as Clerk 200.00
PJarry E. Trapp, service as Justice one year l,2Cp.OO
Fred A. Tilton, service as Probation Officer and
committing child to industrial school 310.00
State Motor Vehicle Department, fines 2,175.34
State Fish and Game Department, fines 38.00
Revenue Account, estimated receipt 300.00
$4,266.06
RENT OF PEARL STREET GROUNDS
Appropriation $270.00
Paid as Follows
Harry T. Burleigh, rental $264.60
Balance transfer to excess and deficiency 5.40
$270.00
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PLAYGROUNDS
Appropriation $1,440.00
Excess and deficiency account to balance 85.65
$1,525.65
Paid as Follows
John H. Battis, labor $10.00
Eugene Clark, labor 5.85
The Boulia-Gorrell Lumber Co., lumber 17.10
Cook's Lumber Co., lumber 168.20
The Draper Maynard, Co., supplies 111.49
John M. Quay Hdw. Co., supplies 10.97
Laconia Water Co., labor and service 22.00
Lougee-Robinson Co., supplies 2.17
F. W. Woolworth Co., supplies 3.00
Walter G. Cotton, police service 25.00
Raymond Cronin, labor 4.90
E. T. Dame, labor and material 7.00
A. E. Dodge, labor 25.55
Walter E. Dunlap, labor and material 244.45
James E. Evans, trucking 9.00
Ford & Chapman, supplies 6.00
C. M. Ginn, care of South Main Park 5.00
Hevey's Pharmacy, supplies 1.19
John F. Hopkins, labor and material 4.75
Arthur Huckins, labor 5.00
Edward L. Lydiard, printing 2.7?
Jos. Morgan, labor 12.20
Muzze) & Hopkins, supplies 29.48
John ( )'( Onnor. sand 2.1
Alcide Paquette, supplies .69
\ I Quimby & Son, supplies 12.30]
Aicide Roy, labor 4.75
Carl Smith, labor 5.00
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Story Drug Store, supplies 1.85
The Tavern Garage, Inc., supplies
O. W. Taylor, supplies 7.00
Harold Tefft, trucking . 5.00
B. G. Walker, supplies 12.44
A. C. Wyatt, supplies 5.45
Pay Roll 492.00
Laconia Pay Roll 109.74




Paid A. W. Dinsmoor, treasurer $4,000.00
PUBLIC WHARF, WARD SIX
Appropriation $100.00
Paid Lillian R. Webster, rent of wharf $100.00
SKATING RINK




Arthur H. Blanchard Co., hose $12.83
Laconia Water Co., labor 8.00
Public Service Co. of N. H., lighting rinks 125.72
Jos. J. Morin. repairs 4.57
Muzzey & Hopkins, supplies .50
A. W. Simoneau, maintenance of Ward 2 rink (1932) 75.00
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I a) Rolls 624.52




Paid Wilfred R. Marsland N. H. Veterans Reunion $300.00
WEIRS COMFORT STATION
Appropriation $50.00
Excess and deficiency account to balance 2.21
$52.21
Paid as Follows
Winnipesaukee Water Co., service $25.00
O. J. Kinch, labor 1.00








I B. Sanborn, expense of Sous of Veterans for
memorial day services $130.00
Frank W. Wilkins Post, No. 1 memorial day
expenses 200.00
$330.00




Received on notes during year $200,000.00
1 aid notes during year $150,000.00
Balance, liability Feb. 15, 1933 50,000.00
$200,000.00
PAYMENT BRIDGE AND HIGHWAY
BONDS
Appropriation $4,000.00
Paid bonds No's 13, 14, 15, and 16 $4,000.00
PAYMENT CITY HALL BONDS
Appropriation $2,000.00
Paid Bonds, No's 11 and 12 $2,000.00
PAYMENT IMPROVEMENT BONDS
Appropriation $3,000.00
Paid Bonds, No's. 13, 14, and 15 $3,000.00
PAYMENT FUNDING BONDS
Appropriation $5,000.00
Paid Bonds. No's. 61, 62. 63. 64 and 65 $5,000.00
PAYMENT SCHOOL DISTRICT BONDS
Appropriation $11,250.00
iPaid Bonds, No's 109, 110. Ill, 112, 113, 114.
115, 116, 117, 118, 119 and 120 $11,250.00




>propriation $ 1 . 500.00
Paid Note No. 5 $1,500.00
PAYMENT SEWER AND FUNDING
BONDS
Appropriation $7,000.00
Paid Bonds No's. 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62 and 63 $7,000.00
PAYMENT TRUST FUND, SERIAL
NOTES
Appropriation SJ.000.00
J 'aid Note No. 5 $J.i.XX).00
PAYMENT SEWER AND ROAD BONDS
Appropriation $3,000.00
Paid Bonds, No's. 19. 20 and 21 $3,000.00
PAYMENT PAVEMENT AND SIDEWALK
BONDS
Appropriation $2,5
Paid Bonds No's. 7. 8, and 9 $2,500.00
CEMETERY TRUST FUNDS
Received during the year
:
Vernon W. Hutchins $100.00
\ivliic B. Sanborn 100.00
J. R II. Davis 50.00
h J. Jones 200.00
I'lw in II Richardson 50.00
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Edward S. & Minnie E. Cook 100.00
Addie R. Russell 100.00
Robert S. Foss 100.00
Lona P. Carroll 200.00
Eugene S. Harriman 200.00
$1,200.00
Turned over to Trustees of Trust Funds $1,200.00
FEES
Cr.
Amount received for recording and other fees $686.42
Dr.
Revenue account, estimated receipt $650.00




Excess and deficiency account to balance —-— • .$6.00
Dr.
Damage awards, layout, Carver Street $6.00





Revenue account, estimated receipt $900.00
Balance to excess and deficiency account 257.25
$1,157.25
MISCELLANEOUS LIABILITIES
Amount due for land damages and unpaid coupon
Feb. 15, 1932 $671.37
Liabilities added
:
Coupons due, City Hall, bonds, No's. 26 to 40
inclusive at $21.50 each 322.50
Land damage awards, layout Carver St.





J. H. Seeley 1.00
$999.87




Rebate on discount 140.86
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Interest on taxes 1,516.22
Interest on property sold for taxes 287.75
$2,101.25
Dr.
Revenpe account, estimated receipts $1,500.00




Amount raised by taxation 1932 $8,311.16
Received on 1932 added taxes 2,078.94
Received on 1931 added taxes 50.21
Received on 1930 added taxes 2.00
$10,442.31
Dr.
Amount abated on 1932 taxes $8,083.38
Amount abated on 1931 taxes 633.21
Amount abated on 1930 taxes 395.15




Transfer to excess and deficiency account $9,000.0G>
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PROPERTY SOLD CITY FOR TAXES
Balance of amount purchased on 1926 list, Feb.
15. 1932 $9.16
Amount redeemed $9.16
Balance of amount purchased on 1927 list, Feb.
15, 1932 $101.96
Amount redeemed $18.35
Balance asset February 15, 1933 83.61
$101.96
Balance of amount purchased on 1928 list, Feb.
15, 1932 $194.25
Amount redeemed $60.84
Balance, asset February 15, 1933 133.41
$194.25
Balance of amount purchased on 1929 list, Feb.
15, 1932 $525.49
Amount redeemed $462.69
Balance asset February 15, 1933 62.80
$525.49
Balance of amount purchased on 1930 list, Feb.
15, 1932 $2,840.62
Amount redeemed $648.70
Balance asset February 15, 1933 2,191.92
$2,840.62
Vmounl purchased on 1931 list $10,262.40
Amount redeemed $2,442.23
Balance asset February 15, 1933 7,820.17
$10,262.40









State of New Hampshire 36,782.43




Overlay for 1931 abatements 8,311.16
$514,500.28
TAXES, 1929
Amount uncollected Feb. 15, 1932 $51.30
Balance asset Feb. 15, 1933 $51.30
TAXES, 1930
Amount uncollected Feb. 15, 1932 $1,050.11
Amount of added tax 2.00
$1,052.11
Received from M. E. Johnson amount collected
during year $507.48
Amount abated 395.15
Balance, asset Feb. 15, 1933 149.48
$1.052.11i
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TAXES, 1931
Amount uncollected Feb. 15, 1932 $29,976.70
Amount of added tax 50.21
$30,026.91
Received from M. E. Johnson amount collected
during year §27.25 ( K7:
Amount abated 633.21
Balance, asset Feb. 15, 1933 2.133.98
$30,026.91
TAXES, 1932
Amount committed to M. E. Johnson for
collection $457,867.85
Amount of added tax 2,078.94
$459,946.79
Received from M. E. [ohnson amount collected
during year $397,866.76*
Amount abated 8,083.38
Balance, asset Feb. 15 1933 53,996.65
S459.94
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INVENTORY OF CITY PROPERTY
Gale Library and fund $170,000.00
Library lot' 21.CpO.00
Opecbee Park, North Main Street 10.000.00
Street Department 37,329.53
Engineering Department 6,500.00
Street Sprinkling Department 2,025.00
Cost of Sewers 221,114.70
Sewer Department 321.40
Fire Department 57.750.00
Funiture. safes and books in Mayor's and City
Clerks office and City Council room 2.500.00
City Hall property 40.0000.CO
Furniture and safe in Assessors' and Tax Collec-
tors offices 250.00
Church Street Bridge 44,242.60
Elm Street bride 21.079.97
Alain Street bridge 21.658.25
Messer Street bridge 19.000.00
Fair Street bridge 30.000.00
High School building and furniture, Academy
Street 40,000.00
Bowman Street building and lot 10,000.00
Harvard Street building and lot 28,000.00
Gilford Avenue building and lot 11,000.00
Washington Street building and lot 14.000.00
Mechanic Street building and lot 14.000.00
Batchelder Street building and lot 14.000.00
New High School building and equipment 293.715.45
Home lot 400.00




To the Honorable Charles E. Carroll, Mayor and the City
Council, Laconia, N. H.:
Gentlemen
:
Pursuant of my duties as City Auditor, I have audited the
financial accounts of the City of Laconia for the fiscal
year ended Feb. 15, 1933.
1 present herewith the following exhibits showing the
financial condition of the City as at February 15, 1933,
namely :
Exhibit I—Appropriation Accounts year ending February
15, 1933.
Exhibit II—Excess and Deficiency Account.
Exhibit III—Balance Sheet as at Feb. 15. 1933.
Exhibit IV—Serial Debt as at Feb. 15, 1933.
The following items appearing in the balance sheet are




The cash balance was verified by the various bank state-
ments and compared with the City Clerk's ledger.
Accounts Receivable—Taxes $56,331.41
The records of the Collector of unpaid taxes were exam-
ined and lists were drawn there from and compared with
the controlling account in the City Clerk's ledger. The com-
mitment of taxes for 1932 and additional taxes for 1932
and prior years were examined. All abatements of taxes
were supported by properly approved vouchers from the
beard of Assessors.
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Property Sold City For Taxes $10,291.91
The amount was in agreement with the controlling ac-
counts in the City Clerk's ledger.
Balance Deficits $7,036.27
The deficit was due to over drafts of several of the
departments also abatements of taxes.
LIABILITIES
Miscellaneous Liabilities $999.87
This amount consists of various items due for damage
claims.
Motor Vehicles—1933 $6,771,38
This was found to be in agreement with the City
Treasurer.
Notes $50,000.00
This was necessary due to the unpaid taxes of $56,331.41.
Unexpended Appropriations $34,866.37
Appropriations made during the year under review were
verified with the records of the City Council. All payments'
made during the year were properly approved on the
Treasury Warrants.
Approval for all transfers was voted for by the Mayor
and City Council.
School Department
The records of this department were examined and com-
pared with the City Clerk's ledger.
Exhibit II of this report shows the credits that accrued
and the debits arising from the account for the year under
consideration.
Serial Debt
The Serial Debt outstanding at Feb. 15, 1933 is detailed
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in Exhibit IV, showing a net decrease of $41,250.00. The
Serial payments and Bonds were examined covering the debt
matured during the year.
Cemetery Funds
The Cemetery Funds were invested as follows
:
City of Laconia 4% Serial Notes $20,000.00
Savings Banks Accounts 20.938.59
2 Shares Laconia Water Co. Capital Stock 100.00
First Liberty Loan Bond 50.00
Total Principal $41,088.59
Balance of unexpended income in Savings Banks $3,512.18
$44,600.77
The securities and pass books of various banks were
found to properly account for the funds. The expenditures
from the interest of the Trust Funds were properly vouched
for.
Library Trust Funds
The books of the treasurer were examined. The expen-
ditures were veri fieri with tht* paid checks, which were
examined.
The securities and pass books were examined and found
to properly account for the funds.
I wish to express my appreciation for the courtesies.
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CERTIFICATE
This is to certify the accompanying balance sheet and
statement of the Serial Debt reflect the financial condition
of the City of Laconia as disclosed by its books at the close
of the fiscal year ended Feb. 15, 1933. I further certify
that I have audited the income and expense accounts of the
City for the year under survey and have found them to be
correct as set forth in my report submitted herewith.
CHARLES F. AYERS.
Auditor.
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Year Ended February 15, 1933
( 'redits
210 CITY OF LACONIA
Aged Depend*
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List 193] 7,820.17
j .
Sewer & Funding B 54,000.0)
rwer & Road Bonds 39.000.OJ
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SUMMARY OF VITAL STATISTICS
Number of births 308
Number of births not previously recorded .... 4
Number of marriages 84
Number of deaths 179
Number of deaths occurring at Belknap County Farm 6
Number of bodies brought here for burial 45
By Chapter 106, N. H. Laws of 1917, the Clerks of
Cities and Towns are required to send a copy of every
child's birth certificate to its parents, and if said copy is
tiol received within sixty days from date of child's birth,
the parents should notify the City Clerk, in order that same
may be placed on record.
Efforts have been made to make the records of vital
statistics correct as possible. Should any error or omission
be detected, the City Clerk will appreciate the kindness
conferred by being informed of the same, that the record.-.
of the city may be made right.
EARL l'l VNDERS, City Clerk
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